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Sports lb
The 'Brcds lost their 11th consecutive game Wednesday at
Arkansas State.

Lifestyles Sb
Students s tepped to the
music Wednesday du ring
Alpha Phi Alpha's annual
Step-Off in Lovett Auditori-
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Tuition
could
reach
$5,002

Fresh Start

Vanessa Cbllders
Managing Editor
vchilders@tltenews.or~

tcr's," Collier said. "I'm glad that I
took the chance staying here to get
my master's. Now, I have knowledge
and also a job."
She will spend three days of orientation at the company headquarters
in Pennsylvania before officially
beginning the job.
With the new job comes new challenges and opportunities. Collier
said she is anxious to begin working
for the new experienqes and the new
knowledge she may gain.
"It's change." CoiJier said. "It's
something we will always have to

Despite University administrators'
reluctance to release preliminary figures
concerning 2006-07 tuition, Council on
Postsecondary Education parameters
restrict Murray State to <1 maximum 5574
hike for Kentucky residents.
Tom Denton, vice president of Finance
and Administrative Services, and interim
University President Kern Alexander
said Tuesday there were no numbers
ready for release. T he CPE set the parameters at its Tanuary meeting.
"Dr. Alexander said we don't have any
numbers ... yet and won't know until that
May 19th (Board of Regents) meeting."
said Jill Hunt-I.ovett, executive secretary
in the president's office.
Students leave campus May 13.
According to the agenda from the
March 8 CPE Executive Committee meeting. Mur ray State cannot increase tuition
more than 12.96 percent for in-state students. With the additional S574, residents
would pay $5,002 in 2006·07. Nonresidents would have to pay at least 1.75 times
that.
Terry Strieter, faculty regent. said definite figures should be released before the
May meeting.
"(The amount has) been determined,
but it hasn't been announced yet,'' Stricter said.
As of Wednesday, Murray State was
the only state university for which the
CPE had not approved a tuition increase.
"Murray's (Board of Regents) hasn't
voted on it yet," said Sue Patrick, director
of communications for CPE. "The institu·
tionaJ governing board ... must vote on it,
then it comes to us for approval."
Denton said there has not been enough
time for the board to call a special meeting to discuss tuition. However, the board
met in Pogue Library March 30 to discuss
the presidential search. The meeting was
not one on the board's rcgul;1r agenda.
"At this point, it's too soon to release
numbers," Denton said. "I'm not sure all
the board members arc aU on board with
our increases."
Wednesday was the deadline for universities to report their tuition increases
for approval, hut Murray State officials
asked the CPE for an extension to May 22.
Scott Ellison, Student Government
Association president, said he was "keeping a firm grasp" on the tuition situation,
but until Wednesday, he did not know
what parameters the CPE had set for
Murray State:
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(right), senior from Huntsville, Ala., and friends play basketball to relax Wednesday In the wellness center.

Graduates face changes, reality after MSU
EmUy Wuchner
Assistant News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.org

With graduation approaching,
many seniors, such Kimberly Col·
lier, look forward to getting a new
job and starting a new life.
However, because of the excitemen t and nervousness. they may
overlook important living details
such as insurance and rent prices.
Collier has most of her life
planned out. In May, she begins her
new job as safety specialist at Concurrent Technologies Corporation, a
job that requires her to move to

Crystal City, Va., ncar Washington,
D.C.
She plans to work on the Voluntary Protection Program project for
the Department of Defense, which
promotes work-side safety and
health. This position allows her to
present programs at military bases
across the country.
Collier posted a resume on Monstcr.com and received a call from
CTC during winter break.
"Mostly I don't get excited about
jobs on Monster, but this one was a
hit." Collier said.
After completing a phone inter·
view with representatives from the

company, she flew to Virginia for
four subsequent interviews.
Although tbe company later
offered her the job, Collier still had a
semester left before receiving her
master's.
She discussed her options - going
immediately or postponing her start
date- with friends and faculty member~ before deciding to complete her
graduate degree.
About three weeks after the interviews. representatives from CTC
called her to say she landed the position.
hStaying here was the . best thing
because l have my job and my mas-

Storms cause damage, 28 deaths in region
Emily Wucluler
Assistant News Editor
M~-'Uthner@thenews.org

Strong storms ravaged much
of the Midwest Sunday
evening, leaving some towns in
tatters and its residents. in dis·
belief.
Although Jennifer Jatczak,
sophomore from Hopkinsville,
has not seen the damage firsthand, pictures show her hom~
town is not as she remembers
it.
"It doesn't look like it is sup·
posed to," Jatczak said. "It
doesn't look like the place
where I grew up."
Fortunately, the tornado did
not afft•ct Jatczak's home, but
some of her friends' homes
were damaged.
The storms moved about 40
to 45 mph through eight Midwest states - including Tennessee, Kentucky, illinois and
Missouri - Sunday evening.
The storms caused numerous
injuries, and 28 people were
killed.

Church members met in
church
County just an hour before the tornado hit.
Jody Aaron, meteorologist
with the National Weather
Service in Memphis, said an F3
tornado began in Missouri nnd
eventually moved into Dyer
County, Tenn.
The tornado, which was csti·
mated to be a half-mile to
three-quarters of a mile wide,
tore homes from their founda·
tions, downed trees and tossed
cars. Hail from the storms

ranged from just under an inch
more than four inches in
diameter.
Robin Smith. mt!teorologist
with the NWS in Paducah, said
between 60 and HO homes
were damaged and many oth·
ers were destroyed in Christian County.
He !>aid the biggest survey
team from the Paducah office
began assessed damage in the
to

Hopkinsville area.
"Our team is comparing it to
the tornado in Evansville
(Ind.), but this tornado seems
to be a little wider," Smith said.
"Fortunately, this sturm was in
a less populated area, and it
didn't go through a mobile
home area, where most of the
deaths occurred in Evansville."
Ben Akes, sophomore from
Dyersbu rg. left his home at
about 6:30 p.m. and said
tho ugh not much damage
occurred in Dyersburg, many
of . the surrounding towns
relieved significant damage.
"Some of my friends' families are in critical condition in
the hospital," Akes said.
Jody Aaron said tornado season usually begins in late
March and lasts through early
June, but the chance for torna·
docs extend throughout the
year.
"It is rare for the area to see
an F3. but it will happen,"
Aaron said. "Generally, the
ones in this area will be FO or
Fl."

photos councsy of

A Christian County resident picks up debris after an
F3 to.rnado damaged several homes Sunday.
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Genevieve Hancock, junior from Louisville, catches up on a knitting project in the Curris Center rocking chili lounge.

Ceramics stu dents cr eate
pottery for hunger r elief
The Student Nutrition Association will
sponsor Empty Bowls, from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the Curris Center danct·lounge.
To fight world hunger. Murray State
ceramics students will provide hand-made
bowls and local restaurants will donate
soup.
Admission is $12 per bowl and includes
the bowl, soup and crackers. Proceeds go to
fight world hunger.
For more information. contact Megan
Dotson at (502)-724-7834.

For more information, contact the Agriculture Engineering and Technology Club
at 809·6187.

Campus organizations host
annual After Dark program
The Student Affairs office and other
organizations will present After Dark from
8 p.m. to midnight Friday at the wellness
center. Activities include video games,
volleyball, basketball, movies and free food
and drinks.
For more information, contact Jessica
Stone at 809·6836.

University official names
Engineering club performs new Hester college head
lawn mower maintenance
Don Robertson, vice president of StuThe Agriculture Engineering TL·chnolo- dent Affairs, announced F.ric Umstead,
gy Club will hold a lawn mowe r clean-up assistant professor in the department of
and fJ.x up Friday and Saturday.
adolescent, ~trccr and special education,
Members will do routine maintenance ·will be the new College Head for Hester
on faculry and stafrs push and riding College beginning in August.
mowers at the Howton Agriculture Building. Service for a push mower is $20 and Emily Wuchner, assistant new$ editor, comservice for a riding mower is $30. Service$ piles Campus Briefly. If you would like to
include oil changes, washing and routine submit information for Campus Briefly,
checks.
phone 762-4480.

issued a citation to Clark C. Jones
of Louisville for possession of alcohol by a minor.

12:22 a.m. A caller at Carr Health
reported a strange odor in the pool
area. The Murray Fire Department
and Central Plant were advised. Saturday, April I
The fire department found no 7:10 a.m. A caller from Hart Colsmoke or fire threat. The state fire lege requested Emergency Medical
marshal was notified. A report was Services for a student who had a
taken.
seizure. The subject fell out of l"led
9:32 a.m. A caller reported a per- and hit his head. The student was
son with an animal bite at the expo transported to the Murray·Calcenter. The subject was taken to loway County hospital. A report
the emergency room, and animal was taken.
control was notified. A report was 12:12 p.m. A caller from f ranklin
College reported a water leak comtaken.
U :55 a.m. A caller from Faculty ing from the shower in the resiHall reported a student fainted dents bathroom. Central Plant was
and was dizzy. Emergency Med· notified.
leal Services transported the sub- 2!34 p.m. The White College resiject to the Murray-Calloway dence director reported receiving
County hospital. A report was a phone call stating a resident contaken.
sidered harming herself. The
3:24 p.m. A caller from Public Counseling and Testing Center
Safety reported a subject making · was notified. A report w.ts taken.
harassing phone calls to the comp lainant's residential college tele- Sunday, April 2
phone and cell phone. A report was
12:06 a.m. A subject in the resitaken.
dential college circle parking lot
4:31 p.m. A caller from the well- near Richmond was unable to get
ness center parking lot reported a
the key out of the ignition of the
car struck a vehicle and left the
car. The key was bent and the offiarea. The damaged vehicle did not cer was unable to assist in getting
belong to the caller. Tht• officer
the key out.
spoke with the owner of the dam- 3:03 p.m. A caller rrom 15th and
aged vehicle. A report was taken.
Olive Boulevard reported a vehicle
6:12 p:m . A caller from College needed to be jumped but another
Courts reported a couple having a
vehicle blocked it. The officer confight in an apartment. There was
tacted the owner, who moved the
n o fight because only one person
vehicle.
occupied the apartment. T he ofti5:35 p.m. The FrankVn College
cer took an information report.
residence director requested to
speak with an officer concerning a
Friday, March 31
resident threatening another resi12:ll a.m. Officers at Hart College dent. The residence director was at
issued a citation to Christopher Faculty Hall. An officer took a
Thone of Cordova. Tenn for pos- report.
session of alcohol by a minor.
12:45 a.m. Officers at Hart College .
arrested Justin W. Clark for alco- Monday, April 3
hol intoxication. possession of 3:48p.m. A caller from White Colalcohol by a minor, possession of lege said a friend, who is a student,
marijuana and possession uf drug sent an email to the caller saying
he might harm him:-elf. An officer
para phem alia.
3:21 p.m. A caller from Richmond talked with the student, who said
College reported a spark from an he would not harm himself. An
electrical outlet. 'f'hc Murray Fire information report was taken.
Department found no fire or 6:55 p.m. The Franklin College
smoke. Central Plant was notified residence director on call reported
and planned to repair the outlet. the key pad access on the cast side
The state ftre marshal was notified. of the building had wires hanging
out of the box. Central Plant was
A report was taken.
11:35 p.m. Officers at Hart College ad vised.
issued a citation to Douglas M. 10:40 p.m. A caller from Hart ColDowell of LouisviJle for possession lege reported a smell like natural
of alcoho l by a minor. Officers also gas in the womens restroom by the

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
reservations
for Fall 2006!
·Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student communiW include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Fall rates starting at $309!
www.MurrayPiace.com

cafe. The odor came from the floor
drain. Tht• caller turned in n work
order to have the drain flushed .
Central Plant was notified.

Tuesday, April 4
12:43 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a suspicious odor
on the third floor. The odor was
gone upon officer arrival.
11:29 a.m. A sub ject at the Wesley
Foundation requested Public Safety keep an eye on the building and
to call the Murray Police Department if there was suspicious activity. The Murray Police Department
was notified.
9:02 p.m. A resident adviser at the
front desk of Springer College
reported n male subject trying to
get in the college. Officers did not
make contact with the subject and
a report was taken.

Wednesday, AprilS
1:06 a.m. A caller from 15th and
Olive Houlevard reported three
individuals jumped on the gates
and knocked one to the ground.
Central Plant was notified and a
report was taken by the officer.
12:16 p.m. A caller from the expo
center reported a cable line down
at the west entcrance. T hl' cable
line belonged to Charter Cablevision. Charter was notified by a
Murray Electric Systems employce.
8:29 p.m. Racer Patrol found lndi
viduals by the Applied Science
building climbing trees. The officer advised the subject<: to stay out
of lhc trees on campus. No report
was 1aken.
9

Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 8
Arrests - 1

Emily Wuchner, assistant nl'ws editor, compiles Police Beat with
materia ls Public Safety p rovides.
All dispatched calL~ are not listea.
f'or a complete listing. visit
www.thencws.org.
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Officials fear losing prospective students·
From Pagel
"The board hasn't mentioned too
much about tuition. •.. Right now, the
board is really focused on the prcsi·
dcntial search." Ellison said.
He also attributed the lack of
action to the state budget, which still
faces dt..•liberarion in the Geneml
Assembly.
"1 don't know why we would bl' in
a big hurry to set an increasl' when
the budget hasn't passl'd," Ellison
said. "1 don't think it's a bad thing the
increase hasn't been set yet."
Don Sparks. chairman of the Board
of Regents, said the board was waiting for the state budget to pass
before acting officially on the Uni·
versity's budget.
"We got 'special treatment' in thl'
bud~ct," Sparks said. "That didn't
happen to other universities, so perhaps they felt comfortable going
ahead with setting their incrl'ascs."
With advances made in the Genl'ral Assembly, he said tuition increases will be less drastic than if Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's budget proposal had
passed the legislature.
But those involved with recruitment at the University are frustrated
with the lack of concrete information about tuition.
"I think, In the long run, we could
lose stude.nts," said JennifL•r Young,

.

Carmen Garland, director of the
Scholarship office, said setting the
tuition so late is a .. huge problem"
for the University.
"Murray State seems to be the last
school to 'iet tuition," Garland said.
"Students and families should be
able to plan for the future."
W ithout tuition figures, the Scholarship and f inancial Aid offices cannot fi nalize awards, for incoming and
returning students.
"Unfortunately, we arc always late
Jennifer Young
in getting that information out," GarDirector
land said.
of Summer Orientation
Young said Charles Vinson, director of Financial Aid, already was
director of the summer orientation receiving calls from "angry parents"
program. "They mark (Murray who need to plan their finances
State) off their list because they · around their child's education but
dun't know how much it will cost. I cannot because they lack necessary
don't know that we will lose that figures.
many, but we will lose som1.•."
While recruiting students is a priAlthough 95 percent of students ority, returning ~;tudents and their
who attend a summer orientation arc families also need to know how
committed to the University, having much it will cost.
to tdl students they do not know
"It's obviously a concern because
what tuition will be is not ideal.
whoever pays will need to sit down
"Especially for that first (orienta· and think, 'How much will it be for
tion), we arc at a loss for some very my child to return to Murray State?'"
important information." Young said. Garland said. "It might require a par"from our office, it would definitely ent getting a second job or the stuhelp to have tho'c ligures earlier in dent taking a summer job. It may
the year.... I knew we were late in change family vacation plans. The
the year, but 1 didn't rt..•alize we were sooner they know, the sooner they
can go on with their other plans."
so late compared to other schools."

" I think, in the long run,
we could lose students.
They mark (Murray State)
off their list because they
don't know how much it
will cost. I don't know that
we will lose that many, but
we will lose some. ' '

.

University of Kentucky officials
met with students, faculty and staff
in a public forum March 6 to discuss
tuition.
Its board approved the figures
March 7, and Angela Martin, vice
president for planning and budget at
UK, said the CPE approved the
increase March 24.
UK increased its tuition 12 percent
for in-state students, making rcsi·
dents pay $698 more annually than
the $5,812 paid in 2005-06.
"It's almost a continuous process,"
Martin :;aid. "We look at (tuition fig·
ures) constantly, but we start heavi·
ly analyzing them in November or
December."
She said students almost always
know what the next year's tuition
will be before summer break begins
and said setting the numbers early
expedites other processes and pro·
cedures.
"'We sent out award letters mid·
March, so we have to know the cost
of attending for incoming students,"
Mnrtin said ...We want our freshmen
to know ... before they sign on for
sure."
Calls to Charles Vinson were not
returned. Kern Alexander was out of
town and unavailable for comment.
For a list of 2006-07 tuition rates
the CPE approved for all public state
univl!rsities, visit www.thenews.org

President's
whereabouts
unconfirmed
Staff Report
ln the midst of pending budget legisla·
tion and a search for a new head basket·
ball coach, no one on campus would confirm where interim University President
Kern Alexander was and why he was
absent for the week.
Alexander, who began his term as interim in mid-January, is not in Murray,
according to several sources. However,
the President's Office would not disclose
his location.
"Dr. Alexan der is on a leave of absence
without pay," said Jill l lunt·Lovctt. executive secretary in the President's Office.
"He will return to his office at 8 a.m. on
Monday morning, April 10, 2006."
She said he will meet with the basketball search committee Monday as prcvi·
ously scheduled.
Most University vice presidents also
were off campus Thursday. Calls to sever·
al campus officials - provost, assistant
provost, the vice president of Student
Affairs, the staff regent, the student
regent - provided no information.
For more information about the coaching
search, see Page lb.

Chambers of commerce, other groups help seniors adjust to new area
Insurance, bills among
chief considerations
From Pagel
deal with in life."
Graduating students must
think about many things before
accepting a job and pussibly
relocating.
Marlo Rhodes. Career Services specialist, said students
must study the benefits pac:k·
age that goes along with thdr
job.
Many employee packages

includl.' insurance l'overage,
but sumctimcs there is a wait·
ing period before cuvl'rage
begins.
Purchasing short-tl'rm insurnnce policies, which cover the
periuJ between graduatimt and
st.lrting wmk, may be :1 good
optillll for some gr:tdualt.'S.
These policies last ahout 120
days nnd cost approxinwtt•ly
and $100 a month witb .. $200
dllWn payment.

Other types of insurance stu·
d..:nts may consider purchasing
include renters' insurance,
which saves students' money
in case of a flre or accident. Uy
purchasing life insurance
early, a 22-ycar-old may pay
half the price of a policy 10
years later.
Students must shop around
for the best price before purchasing automobile insurance.
Some Web sites provide calcu·
lators where personal information may be assessed to est imate a cost.
Marlo Rhodes also suggest·
ed contacting the local cham·
her of commerce in the town

to which they move so students may find basic information on ;.tpartment listings,
bank locations, area businesses
and basic di rections around
the community.
"That way they will know
how much to ask of know what
they live on when talking
about salary with an employ·
er," Rhodes said.
When looking for an apart·
ment, students must cllnsider
the cost of rent, phone, cable,
utilities, water, trash and other
necessities, such as food and,
perhaps, laundry money.
However, one of tht• biggest
challenges ahead of recent

graduates is balancing bills and voter registration information.
other expenses with their payAnother consideration when
checks.
moving to a new town is a
Experts suggest planning a , higher or lower cost of living.
budget beginning with income
Kimberly Collier suggested
after taxes and subtracting students start searching for a
payments such as rent, credit job a year prior to graduation
cards and loans. The money and research the companies to
left over may be invested, put which they apply. She also said
into savings or used for enter· students should pursue their
taining.
passions and plan to succeed in
tf students take a job in a dif- whatever they decide to do
ferent rocation, they must with their lives.
make sure to update their
"Small hcginnings arc okay,''
address with credit card com- Collier said. "Small beginnings
panies, magazines and student lead to great things.
''Enjoy your humble beginloan providers. Students must
also change their driver's nings because they win always
license, car registration and take ~·ou somewhere great."

"Alpha Gam"bling
Texas Hold'Em Poker Tournament

April 8
4

9 a.m.. tp I p.m.

-

Camp WOW

I :30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Glost:

Cost: $20

llfYlM

Includes event t-shirt, food, game fee
and LOTS of chances for PRIZE.S!

~
ALPII A GAl\'\J\'A DELTA
5 Urr<'u n.kJ

br 'i>lt•hard

Camp WOW

Interested? Contact s_baker29@yahoo.com
Registration starts March 27th in the Curris Center.
All money goes to support Diabetes Research and
Juvenile Diabetes Education.

Click Here for Heritage Bank Online.
HERITAGE BANK
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Rockdlc Gray
Phone: 809-4468

Murray State. has no tuition
set for next.year
Students could leave campus without knowledge of increase
How will the
tuition increase
affect your budget?
"I'll have to buy
less cheesecake. It
will also just add
to what I have to
pay off after 1
graduate. •·
Amanda Hemingway

P•ns. Tenn

"I only get one
scholarship. so it's
going to effect me
big time.''
KorlGeary
Bosver Dam, Ky

"I don't
necessarily have
to have a job now.
but I have to have
one next semester
to help pay for
.expenses.''
Megban Poole
JacksoriVIIIe, Fla.

.., pay for my
own tuition and
I'll have to work
a lot more this
summer because
of it."

Other
universities
releci:se hike
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
• There is one critical element
missing from Murray State!s
preparation for next year. Summer Orientation? No. First Year
Leaders? No. It's tuition.
Students may not know what
they will pay for next semester's
tuition until May 19. which is six
days after students leave campus
for the summer break.
Since the proposal of Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's state budget,
interim University President
Kern Alexander has been
expecting an increase in tuition.
However, because many other
colleges and universities have
announced their expected
tuition increase, it has many
wondering why Murray State
has not.
In January, the Council on
Postsecondary Education para'meters set a maximum annual
increase of $574 for Murray
State.
If Murray State increases by
its 12.96 percent cap, students
could pay $5,002 next year.
Many students may make
alternative plans next year if
they do not know the numbers
or if tuition is increased to

TUITION FOR NEXT YEAR ...

TUITION PLJNKO

101. 251. 501. 2

I
0

NCVr~S£

0
0

from attending in the fall?
Many students work during
the summer to pay tuition for
the fall and spring semesters. If
they do not have a number to
work toward, many may find the
lack of funds could prevent their
return to Murray State.
Incoming freshmen also may
$5,002.
be
deterred. Parents of students
Why is the University not givmay
choose to send their chiling us the numbers? Doesn't the
dren
to
colleges that have a a set
University know that by not
number
because they can
having a set tuition by the end of
account
for
how much money .
semester, it could deter incombe
spending.
they
will
ing and undergraduate students

0

0

0

0
Scholarships are also an
increasing problem. If the
tuition increases or decreases,
so do the scholarships. How will
the school know how to divide
scholarships among students?
The University is doing itsdf
and. more importantly, its students an injustice by not settling
on a tuition fee.
We are supposed to be one of
the best universities and have
one of the best tuition rates in
the nation. The upcoming year
isn't looking so good for Kiplin-

crs. Our reputation is at stake.
All our faculty, staff and students should be making a stand
against the Board of Regents'
decision to not disclose rates.
We need to know our tuition.
If we arc not told about such
essential information, what else
could they be withholding?
The University should try its
best to come to a compromise
about tuition before students
leave.
This isn't the state budget. We
can't wait for these figures.

Amanda Biggs
EdWarclsvi/18, 1/1.

Kelsey Jon~ fThe News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

www.thenews.org
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief • 809·6877
Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor /Interim News Editor •
809·4468

Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 809·4468
Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor • 809·4468
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 809·4481
Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 809-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809·2998

The Murray State News strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal 1s to present th8t Information In a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approvaL The paper offers n
hands-on teaming environment for students
interested in journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, its ed1tors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News IS prepared and
Gd1ted by students. The first copy of The Mur·
ray State News is free. Additional copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 W11son Hall.

Gay marriage column
opens door to all unions
If Rockelle Gray's column "What
U'... Same·sex marriage were legal?"
she posed the question, "If gay marriage is not about religion. then why
is the government not granting permission for any two people to get
married?''
To answer it quit frankly, because
we still have some standards in the
country.
Should we really grjlllt permission
to any two people to get married?
How about a 40-year-old man and Uyear-old girl? Should we allow those
two people to be married?
Or maybe we should let toddlers
get prearranged marriages. They do
that in other parts of the world, right?
Or maybe we should quit putting
teachers in jail for sleeping with their
students and just let them get married.
And why should people get to have
all the fun? I'm sure there are plenty
of people that truly love their sheep.
Why should they have the same
rights as heterosexual couples?
Why should we be limited to just
one marriage at a time? Should we let
any people that love each other get
married? I sec no reason for the state
to set a limit on love.
I hope you see my point.

Ricky Agostin
Alumnus
Dallas

Court case protects
.college ROTC program
I would first like to start by disclosing that, although I am a cadet
with the ROTC, in no way am I presenting the official views of the
Army, Cadet Command or the ROTC
program on campus.
I am writing this as a student exercising my right to free speech. just as
those who have spoken before me.

Sl•condly, l am not writing this to
argue the Army does not have the
policies Wiggins described in his letter to the editor in the March 31 issue
of The Murray State News or that
they are not in contradiction with
school policy.
On these points, I do share some
sympathy, I know individuals who
would love the opportunity to serve
their nation proudly but are not able
to do so.
However, my disagreement against
the letter stems from its major argument that the University should not
allow groups on campus just because
they do not agree with their policies.
That seems in some way to be a
violation of their freedom of speech.
As we can see, there seems to be
something wrong with this equation.
There is something wrong in this gap
of infringement that is proposed in
the article. It would actually be a violation of the student who participate
sin RO'fC's first amendment right to
peacefully assembly.
You see that this is supported
when you look not only at the logic
but also at the evidence that supports
it.
One reason came from the
Supreme Court case Donald H.
Rumsfeld, Secretary of Defense v.
Forum for Academic and Institutional Rights, Inc.
The decision wrote ..a · military
recruiter has the same 'access' to
campuses and students as. say. a law
firm when the law fum is permitted
~>n campus to interview students and
the military is not.
"We do not think that the military
recruiter has received equal 'access'
in this situation - regardless of
whether the disparate treatment is
attributable to the military's failure to
comply with the school's n9ndiscrimination policy." Therefore, the
recruiter should have the same right
to the freedom of speech as any other
organization and should be able to
have access to campuses.

The first amendment prot~cts the ly restricted in certain areas.
freedom of speech and assembly.
Quiet areas signs have been posted
Therefore, in the case of students through out the second floor, elevator
of ROTC on campus, we would be in and stairwell to notify all library
violation of their first amendment patrons of this quiet study area.
While noise is to be kept to a minirights. This would be the same if the
University were to expel from cam- mum in this restricted area, some
pus any religious groups that denies patrons may violate the noise regulamembership to an atheist, which tion.
In this case. library staff will manwould against the policy of the Uniage this situation. Students should
versity.
Denying these groups access to the feel comfortable to approach library
campus would be in effect in viola- staff of noisy patrons if they should
tion of their first amendment rights. be djsturbed in the restricted areas.
Waterfield Librar)' welcomes all
In conclusion, I feel sympathy for
the cause of Wiggins' article and I types of student educational activity ,
believe that it shows the main argu- and aims to provide a functional enviments that many have against the ronment for both groups and individmilitary and its discrimination ual study. Students should respect
against certain groups of individuals. the policies of Waterfield library
However, if we are to respect the along with tht: needs of fellow
rights of Wiggins, when we must also patrons by working in the approprirespect the right of the members of ate locations.
the ROTC.
Tracy Keller
Geremy Harper
Graduate student
Owensboro
Junior
Murray

Libraries serves many
purposes, study groups
University libraries arc known as
general campus location where
homework, research and studying
can be done in a calm and quiet
atmosphere.
However. in the March 31 issue of
The Murray State News, a Murray
State student addressed the noise levels at Waterfield Library as a distraction to student's concentration and
school work.
Murray State's Waterfield Library
maintains its commitment to providing students with resources, service
and facilities promoting a positive
educational experience.
Waterfield Library has designated
certain areas of the facility for group
study and computer usage, which
have minimal noise restrictions and
quiet areas. where noise is complete-

Write to as
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to
the editor. Leners should be 300
words or less and must be signed.
Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. elas.sification, title or relationship to the University.
Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. Tht Murray
State News reserves the right to
edit for style, length and content.
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Elementary rules forgotten in college library
In My
Opinion

••••
Everyone
knew how
to love?
"I'm looking for love. Real
love. Ridiculous, inconvenient,
consuming, can't-live-withouteach-other love." The character Carrie Bradshaw from "Sex
and the City" spoke these
words on
TBS Tuesday night.
Love is
the most
magical
and wonderful
feeling a
per-son
can possess. It is
also the
best gift a
person
can give
someone
else.

Rockelle

Tam a

someone
w h 0
believes in the concept of love
and I am only happy when lam
surrounded by people who
express love in every facet of
their life.
·
'
have been
However,
- around completely miserable
people. People who feel like an
injustice has been done to
them and they feel like love is
something they have not been
given and, therefore, will not
give to someone else.
These are the people who
need the most love.
I have come to witness that
people don't really know what
love is.
1 have heard so many people
say "I love you" and not mean
it. As a supporter for love, I am
worried.
These people need a refreshment in love. For instance,
what is love? What do you
need to do to possess these
qualities?
I do not have all the answers,
but I do have a source. AU that
1 know about love comes from
my faith. And my faith in love
comes from the Bible.
If you have ever seen "A
Walk to Remember," you
would know the verses in I
Corinthians 13:4-8, "Love is
patient."
I am going to explain each
facet of what my faith defines
as love and the love you· are
suppose to possess and give to
another person.
"Love is patient." I have very
little patience, so this is my
weakness in love. Patience in
Jove means to let everything
happen naturally.
Do not let lust take over
your body and ruin what love
you have or could have
because lust is often mistaken
for love.
"Love is kind." Do not criticize the ones you love. This
only makes a person turn away
and seek refuge with someone
else. Treat the ones you love
with the kindness you wish to
have returned.
"It does not envy, it does not
boast, it is not proud." All
three of these core concepts
are very important in a relationship. Envy or jealously is
one of the most destructive
qualities anyone can ever
bring into a relationship.
I have never known someone who thought envy
increased the love someone
has for someone else. Do not
envy because it pushes the
person away.
Do not try to make younelf
seem better than the other
because it makes a person feel
inferior and that is not what
love is.
Do not be so proud that you
are not able to admit a mistake.
No one is perfect.

Gray .
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"It is not rude, it is not selfseeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no records of
wrongs."
Rudeness
has
become a way to make oneself
politically correct, and instead
it just irritates people. Honestly, it just serves as a way to
ruin someone's day, and if you
love someone, that is one of
the easiest things to do to ruin
a relationship.
Do not be self-seeking. 1
interpret this probably differently than its original meaning.
Self-seeking in love means to
love yourself more than anyone else and if you can't love
yourself, you attach yourself to
someone for gratification. You
are trading love for something
that can't even compare to
love.
Everyone gets angry. In love,
however, it cannot be an association because if you love
someone then anger is not
something you want to put
onto another person. You
want to protect them from the
distractions of you.r own
anger.
Do not record the things that
the other does wrong because
criticizing someone for something in the past has no purpose. Love is supposed to be a
way to make someone better
and throwing mistakes back
into someone's face lessens the
accountability of love.
"Love does not delight in
evil but rejoices with the
truth." Evil or wrongs are
everywhere, but in love, people should not compromise
their values and beliefs to
make someone else happy.
Each person should strive to
make the other person the best
they can be.
Truth is often a hard thing
for couples to have because
each person wants to hide
their true selves. Unfortunately, illusions only last so long.
To have a successful relationship, truth is an essential
. ingredient.
"It always protects, always
trusts, always hopes, always
preserves." These qualities are
the glue that forms the concept
oflove. These are the qualities
a person looks for in another
person. While many people
may think girls look solely at
appearance, money and power
for love, a girl actually wants
· someone who could protect
her like her father, someone
who they can trust with their
heart and someone who has
similar goals and dreams. And
most importantly, they want
someone that will last for the
rest of their lives.
"Love never fails." I know
that there are horrible incidents in people's lives that can
make someone feel like love is
only for the lucky.
My parents got divorced
when I was 10 years old and I
am sure my mother must have
felt like her love had failed
with my father and she would
never be able to love again.
But, if I were to ask my
mother what she believes in
love, she would be the greatest
supporter. Her parents have
been married for 48 years. She
bas been happily married to
my step-father for six years
and even though she doesn't
love my father, my sister and1l
are product of that love.
The Bible says that faith,
hope and love are the greatest
gifts God gave us and the
greatest is love, and I happen
to agree.

Rockelle Gray is the opinion
editor for The Murray State
News.

In elementary school,
children are taught how to
behave in a library. They
are told that a library is a
place where you go to fmd
books, read and study.
But the most important
thing children are taught
is that a library is a quiet
place, where, if you must
speak, you speak in a
whisper.
You would think that
when you entered a college library that the fundamental principles that
were taught in grade

school would still be in
place.
Sadly, if you were to
enter Waterfield. you
would think that some
individuals never learned
this basic library behavior.
Waterfield has become
a noisy place with more
conversation than reading
and an internet hub wit'h
more surfing than studying.
Since we seem to have
forgotten what we have
learned, let's review the '

elementary basics.
1. There is no talking in
the library. Whisper if
your must.
2. The use of cell
phones in the library is
considered talking.
3. The main scholarly
items held in a library are
books; check them out.
4. A computer's main
purpose is to be a tool for
scholarly work.
5. Surfing, checking email and instant messaging are not considered
scholarly activities.

6. Respect those around
you and allow them to
study in peace.
Now that these basic
guidelines have refreshed
our memories, perhaps
Waterfield can return to a
quiet place for study and
growth.
It sure would be terrible for the students of a
University to be out done
by elementary students.
Ryan Wall is sophomore
mathematics and philosophy ma;or from Murray.

Ryan Walls

Majority opinion limits
same-sex marriage, rights
I disagree with the article of "What If...
Same-sex marriage were legal" by my dear
friend Rockelle Gray in the March 31 issue
of The Murray State News.
I have read her article and sympathize
with her point of view, but I still reject her
opinions.
One of the fallacies she states is that
"Same-sex marriage is an equal rights
issue, not a religious one, ev.en though it is
usually blended."
, 1 ,
Not only is same-sex marriage an equal
rights issue, but for many centuries marriage has been a sacred act. Therefore, it is
very much a relibrious issue and an equal
rights issue.
She wrote, "We live in a country in
which discrimination is not supposed to
be tolerated and everyone is supposed to
be equal."
Maybe in a communistic or socialistic
society, everyone would be equal. In a
capitalistic society, like ours. we thrive off
of the inequalities of people. There will
also be a ruling class over the working
class.
•·If gay marriage is not about religion,
then why is the government not granting
permission for any two people to get married?"
The answer is simple: it is a sacred
event. And the majority of the voters have
stated that they do 'not believe in the term
"marriage'' when used with the gay unions,
hence the idea of the tyranny of the majority/minority rule, which is an idea upon
which this country is founded.
"It isn't fair to ignore people because of
personal or moral reasons because human
beliefs aside, we are humans. We are all
entitled to happiness." I agree, but who
said life was fair?
America is supposedly the land of
opportunity where survival of the fittest
takes place. There will always be someone
getting shafted in order for someone to
succeed; that's life.
For example, people over 40 cannot get
a federal job. They are discriminated
against because of their age. There are
more older people who are discriminated
against than people who are discriminated
against for homosexuality. Shouldn't we
make our priority against ageism rather
than fighting for sexuality rights? There
seems to be an agenda because ageism is a
bigger problem than homosexuality.
By focusing on homosexual rights, we
are appeasing the minority. If we appease
the minority, where will it stop? Next, wiU
we appease the child molester and tell
them it is okay to take the innocence from
a child.
"There is not a way to change this perspective unless or until it becomes a
socially acceptable lifestyle." I believes
this goes hand-in-hand with political correctness and appeasement.
I am 100 percent against political correctness because I feel that if you have to
monitor what you say to keep from offend·
ing others. then your individuality will be
·
lost.
Secondly, what freedoms of speech do
you really have if you have to try to monitor what you say? This loss of freedom
means that one is not truly free.
J do not believe in appeasement as stated in my opinion to Wiggins article. I will
not change my opinion to say that their
lifestyle is acceptable because it goes
against my morality, religion and beliefs.

Being gay is not okay, in my opinion. I financial investment on the front lines to
respect the choices of others who decide get killed by an improvised explosive
to be gay, but I will not support or encour- device. The government tends to send the
age their decision; doing that would . National Guard into the dangerous stuff,
involve appeasement. Haven't you ever as they are a lesser investment and cost
read the story of Sodom and Gomorrah less to replace.
and what happened to the Sodomites? I
As for the homosexuals in the Anny,
think appeasing them would have create a there are already so many others living in
Pandora's Box.
the closet whether they're i:n the Army or
"Gay couples are not allowed to have not. When people live in fear in day to day
financial rights that are granted to married life of their orientation being found out,
couples." Although it really stinks for gay the military is the last place to worry
people and they feel like they are getting about when civil rights are concerned.
shafted, people feel that the purpose of
When you sign up for the military,
marriage is for procreation. The reason you're selling your soul to the governwhy married couples get tax discounts is ment. When you live your life as a civilbecause they have to provide for children. ian, you have society to worry about. SociThe majority of the people in favor of ety can be so much more damaging to
this law believe that by using our tax dol- one's psyche than being a drill sergeant.
lars to give homosexuals discounts on tax
The only reason why ROTC is here to
returns we are indirectly saying that we begin with is because of the funding the
support the decision of homosexuality.
government provides to the University,
Plus, it is one more biU for which the and can you blame them? The federal and
government would be responsible.
state governments are slashing budgets
''If gay marriage is legalized, then, like left and right and the ROTC is one more
all other controversial decisions, it will way to make ends meet.
eventually be accepted and gay marriage
Keep in mind that most universities are
will no longer be an public issue." The interested more in the budget than our
only controversial part is the tenn "mar- general well-being. They're not too conriage."
cerned with ethics so long as more money
Marriage is a sacred event between a goes into the machine.
man and woman. I oppose the use of the
So, rather than criticize one small subterm marriage in a gay relationship. I will section of our university, why not criticize
support a "legal union" outside of a church MSU's anti-discrimination policy as a
for homosexuals who want to be legally whole? If people are so concerned with
equality, I feel that would be the best place
united.
"Fight for your rights and the rights of to start, rather than with the ROTC.
MSU's policy protects against all
those who are in the minority. Each voice
could help to ensure total equality." natures of discrimination on campus with
Impossible, if you fight for your rights and the exception of sexual orientation. If you
the rights of the minority, you would be doubt what I'm saying is true, get out a
fighting against yourself because you copy of any syllabus for any of your coursimply that you are the majority.
es and check. Apparently here at Murray
Though I disagree with Rockelle Gray, I State you can be any color (mostly white),
respect but reject her opinion, and I religion (mostly Christian), sex (mostly
believe that she did a good job of voicing women) or disability.
her opinion.
However, if you are homosexual, you
are entitled to nothing. In theory, professors could treat a homosexual differently
Patrick Stewart
Senior
in a classroom setting and get away w ith it.
If you find your partner at this universiPrinceton
ty and decide to move to College Courts,
Elective program provides you had best plan on getting a two bedroom, as the university doesn't recognize
fair opportunities, training same-sex couples as a partnership.
The ROTC program at Murray State is
It's not like homosexuals ClUl get marthe one of the smaller worries that women ried, and the University won't take anyand homosexuals should have when it thing less than marriage to show that two
comes to equality. While I may not per- people are committed for a lifetime.
sonally approve of the government and its
Secondly, if you are concerned with
stance on "don't ask, don't tell," nor its women's rights, start by changing your
putting women in only non-combat roles, own actions flrst. Feminism is the radical
there are other things amiss on this cam- concept that I, too, am a human being and
pus that need attention first.
should be treated like one. It doesn't matIf you have forgotten, ROTC is a volun- ter whether or not you verbally speak of a
tary program to train officers for military. woman's inequality anymore. as that is
Every person in the organization joined frowned upon in this day and age.
because they chose to, not because they
It matters more about your actions
were drafted into service. Therefore, those when you come into contact with a
who join already know of the rules to keep woman, like taking her input and ideas and
them in the closet or off the battlefield, voice seriously rather than ignoring them
and it is their personal decision to go with because they came from a woman.
those rules.
Therefore, if you wish to make a change,
I support their decision to join the mili- go for something that will be for the
tary, as someone has to do it. 1 chose not greater good for aU, rather than a trivial
to, but that is not going to make me tell good that only helps out those who are
someone else not to, as it is their life and simply against the military.
their decision.
However. it is up to each woman to Heidi Taylor
decide whether or not she wants to be shot Senior
at, but I doubt that any woman who makes Central City
it though the program will ever be in harm's way. Officers don't tend to get shot at;
people on the ground do. I highly doubt Additional letter can be found on The Murthat the government is goihg to put their ray State News at www.thenews.ol'8.
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Faculty Senate
discusses grade
submissions
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
mstonejield@thenews.org

Nobel Peace Prize winner Lech Walesa addresses a Mun:ay State audience in Lovett Auditorium T uesday night.

Former PoliSh leader speaks on freedom
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
m.stonejield@thenews.org
Murray State students, faculty, staff
and community members filled
Lovett Auditorium Tuesday tu hear
Nobel Peace Prize winner and fomwr
Polish President I.t•ch Walesa speak.
A standing ovation greeted Walcsa
whose speech was part of The Presidential Lecture Series. Through the
use of a translator, Walesa spoke
about "Democracy: The Never-ending Battle."
Walesa won the Nobel Peace Prizt>
in 1983 for his efforts to tree Poland
from a communist government. He
made light as he explained the situation from an outsider's perspective.
"He achieved a total fiasco," Wak.'sa said. "1 am reminding you of that
situation only because I don't want
you to feel discouraged (if you fail) ...
because you might end up with a
Nobel Peace Prize."
Walesa made an attempt to reform
the communist government but
failed, he said, bec.:ausc the Commu- ·
nist system is not reformable.

During the 1<>80 lenin Shiprard
strike in Gdansk, Poland, upset workers demanded the right to organize
free and independent trade unions.
Walcsa, an electrician who had lung
been active in the underground labor
movemt>nt, gaw inspirational speech.
He laH:r co-founded th~ Solidarity
movement, tht• So,rict bloc's first
indl•pendcnt trade union, and began
negotiations with the cummunist
govcrmnl.'nt. Solidarity was given
legal recognition and the right to
form indcpendcnt unions as part of
the Gdansk Agreement. which Walesa signed on AuK. 31. 1980.
When Walesa wrts named Time
Magazine's UM:m of the Year" in 1981,
he was depicted as "shaking up communism." But he was arrested and
held in,j01ll for 11 months when the
prime minister outlawed solidarity in
1981.

Communist rule ended under
Walesa's leadership uf a coalition
government in the late 1980s. Qn De~.
9, 1990, he became Poland's first
democratically dected president. His
term ended in 1995.
He began his speech Tuesday night

with a geography Jesson and gave the
crowd Pohmd's historical perspective
on World War Jl.
"But the point is. no one has listened to the Polish so far because,
niter all. it is not a large country,"
Wak•sa said. "Poland tried to warn
the rest of the world of World War
II."
He said Russia and Germany
"enjoyed visiting and revisiting"
Poland as part of the countries' "military socializing.'' The rest of the
world saw the beginning of World
War ll as a local conflict.
When Joseph Stalin began a communist government in Poland, Walesa said even Stalin realized his govl'rnml·nt would fail in Poland.
"(Stalin said communism was> a
horse saddle put on :1 pig," Walesa
said. "It took us 50 years to get rid of
that saddle.''
Walesa wanted to draw the audience's attention to Poland's recent
history to point nUl the necessities of
a democratic government. especially
with the United States serving as the
only world superpower.
"We happen to be a very, wry spe-

cial generation," Walcsa said. "We
begin a new era. Our generation succeeded to put an end to an era of divisions."
He said the current economic system is not sustainable in the new era
because 10 percent of the world's citizt.•ns control 90 percent of the economy.
"Globalization is neither good nor
bad," Walcsa said. "What platf\>rms
we fill globali:t.ation with (arc important because) if they are just and fair,
then it '"';11 be good globali7..ation."
The spread of democracy depends
on tht! ability of the United States to
answer othe.r countries' questions,
especially aftt.•r the failure of a written constitution in the European
Union. which was modde<,f after the
U.S. Constitution. he said.
"Some nations have realized the
concept of this constitution is not
very good without values." Walesa
said. "The unanswered questions
cume in quite a number. Tht.• Wt.)rld
wants the United Stiltes to continue
to be the leader,"
For l·ompletc coveragl!. visit the
rtews.org.

The Faculty Senate held its monthly
meeting Tuesday afternoon to discuss
committee recommendations.
The Academic Policies Committee
presented a recommendation that would
require the submission of midterm
grades for all 0-. 100- and 200-level
classes but would make submission
optional for midterms in 300-plus level
classes.
The proposal passed and will go to
Gary Brockway, provost, and Donna
Harris. registrar, for further review.
The Handbook and Personnel Committee also introduced a proposal.
Senators were handed a new section
of the Faculty Handbook dealing with
ethics and personal relationships,
rcgardin~ romantic and family relationships between faculty and students, and
between faculty and colleagues.
Senators debated on the wording of
the section and whether it was too
ambiguous. Some senators thought the
section invaded the individual right to
privacy while others felt it strengthened
the rights of other individuals.
The motion was defeated and sent
back to the committee for clarification.
The Executive Committee made a
third recommendation that required
potential faculty who interview with the
University to meet with human
resources in order to receive full disclosure on retirement options.
The propo!;a( passed and will be forwarded tn other University officials.
Other Faculty Senate committees
reported as well. The Finance Comm'ittee reported that tuition and fees were
increasing each year while government
appropriation is steadily decreasing.
In his presentation, Faculty Regent
Terry Strieter reported on other duties
he has fulfilled as Faculty Regent,
including his attendance at committee
ml'ctings and a press conference interim
University President Kern Alexander
held in early March.
The Board of Regents hopes to narrow
the list of University presidential candidates down to three or four, who will
interview on campus the last week of
April.
Said Strieter: "There are some attractive candidates on the list."

•

•
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Study fmds professors keep biases out of classroom
Christopher Hodes
Staff Writer
rhodes@thenews.org

Aaron Butler, sophomore
from Owensboro, does not
believe Murray State professors use their classrooms as
liberal or conservative J1!atforms, despite national studies
that suggest otherwise.
"All professors (J have
encountered) have been very
responsible," · Butler said.
"They have an understanding
of where the line is and do not
cross it."
Past studies have suggested
a political bias among professors seeps into classrooms.
However, according to a new
study from Matthew Woessner
and his wife April KellyWocssncr, Butler's opinions
are more accurate.
The study, which is slated to
be published in the July issue
of "PS: PoliticaJ Science & Politics," found students, not professors. are more likely to discredit faculty members with
whom they may disagree than
are professors to do the same
to students with different
political views.
According to the husband
and wife research team, the
study also found that the
stronger the perceived political views of a professor, the

less credible the professor
seemed.
More than 1.300 students in
politicaJ science classes from
30 universities across the
country participated in the
study, in which they were
asked questions about their
views of the professors' polltics and their own views.
Some professors at Murray
State agreed with the study's
fmdings.
Cynthia Gayman, assistant
professor of English and philosophy, said students are
sometimes afraid she will discriminate against those who
have different political views.
"Some (students) can be a
little defensive, but that usually goes away once they realize
I'm not going to judge them,"
Gayman said. "We all see the
world through our own perspective. The point is to be
aware of what our biases and
point of views are."
Gayman said some of her
favorite students are very conservative Republicans.
"We respect and like each
other," Gayman s~id. "I'm not
changing anybody's mind nor
is that my agenda."
She also said she docs not
think students who arc not liberal doubt her credibility as a
professor.
"If they did doubt my credi-

bility, they would not repeatedly take my classes," Gayman
said.
Winfield Rose. professor of
government, law, and international affairs, said he is very
open about his conservative
political ideology.
"In this department, as far as
our relationships with each
other and our relationships
with students, while there may
be bias in the sense of having
firmly held beliefs. I don't see
that as having any consequences," Rose said.
Rose said this problem is
more prevelant on other college campuses.
"My job is to teach and to
teach truth," Rose said. "It is
not to intimidate, criticize or
humiliate my students."
Aaron Butler, a self-proclaimed conservative, said he
estimates 65 percent of Murray
State's faculty members lean to
the right side of the political
spectrum and 35 percent are
liberal. However, he did not
think professors try to sway
students to their political persuasions.
. "I haven't met any professor
on this campus who has tried
to persuade their ·students to
any political ideology," Butler
said.
Gn•g Coulson, senior from
Williamstown, considers him-

Eliubeth Cawt>in!The News

Cynthia Gayman, assistant professor of English and philosophy, explains the concept of lying u It relates to feminist pbilosophy ln her class W ednesclay.
self a moderate liberal and said
he agrees with the study.
''I believe that the vast
majority of the time, the students are the ones with the
biases," Coulson said. "Professors are human beings with
political leanings, and it would
be wrong to tell them to hide
(their views)."
Jeff Long, senior from May-

field, said he thinks professors
try hard not to show bias
toward students because of different political ideologies.
"In the political science
department. most (professors)
are pretty obvious, but some
don't really come out directly
and say what political party
they belong to," Long said.
He said professors who he

perceives as having different
political views from him are
not any less credible than professors with whom he shares
political views.
"I think that both (liberal and
conservative professors) are
fairly objective equally," Long
said. "At least, I've never had
one that sticks out as being
nonobjective."

American Civil Liberties Union challenges financial aid restrictions
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
m.~tonefie/d@thenews.org

Murray State students who have
been denied financial aid because of
drug convictions may find relief in a
lawsuit filed March 22.
The class-action suit, which the
American Civil Liberties Union and
Students for Sensible Drug Polley in
the U.S. District Court for the District
of South Dakota, asks the court to
strike down a provision of the Higher
Education Act that has blocked federal
financiaJ aid to nearly 200,000 potential students since the act was enacted
in 2000.
Margaret Spellings, secretary of the
U.S. Department of Education, is
named as the defendant in the case

SSDJ> v. Spellings.
Allen Hopper, senior staff attorney
with the ACLU Drug Law Reform
Project in Santa Cruz. Calif., said the
HEA is a barrier because a college
education is one of the most valuable
tools to keep students from using illegal drugs.
"We know that this law is ineffective at deterring drug use," Hopper
said. "We should do everything in our
power to keep (students) in the classroom."
He said the HEA is unconstitutional
because it violates the Fifth Amendment's double jeopardy clause.
"It's just unfair to punish people
twice," Hopper said. "We reaJly are
concerned about the unfair impact on
working class college students. Someone who has to rely (on federal aid) is

singled out for punishment."
The federal government has 60
days after the suit was filed to
respond to the complaint, and the
next steps in the case depend on how
the government replies. However,
Hopper anticipated the court would
hear the case this summer.
The Students for Sensible Drug Policy are in litigation with education
department after the SSDP filed a
freedom of information request to
find out how many students were
affected by the HEA drug provision.
he said. The DOE claimed it would
cost SSDP $400,000 to receive the
information, which includes breakdowns on how many students are
affected in each state.
Hopper said many students probably stop tilling out the Free Applica-

~
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tion for Federal Student Aid when
they read the question regarding drug
convictions because they expect they
will not be eligible for federal aid.
"The actuaJ number (of affected
students) is probably far greater than
statistics capture," Hopper said.
The HEA was passed partly
because conservative members of
U.S. Congress felt judges were not
punitive enough with drug convictions, he said.
"Judges have had the power for
many years now ... to cut off federal
financial aid," Hopper said. "The vast
majority of judges have refused to do
that."
According to the 15-page complaint,
any non-drug offender such as a murderer or a shoplifter can receive
financial aid, while an individuaJ who

is caught with any amount of a controlled substance is automatically
denied aid by the federal government.
Kraig Selken, a student at Northern
State University in Aberdeen, S.D., is
named as one of the student plaintiffs
in the lawsuit. He was no longer eligible for financial aid after he pled
guilty in 2005 to a misdemeanor marijuana possession charge after law
enforcement officials found a small
amount of marijuana in a bouse he
shared with two other students,
according to the lawsuit.
Two other student plaintiffs were
named: Nathan Bush, a student at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
and Alexis Schwab, a student at Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind.
The complaint can be found online
at http://www.ssdp.org/lawsuit.

The ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha would like to invite
the following gentlemen to the Spring Crush Dance:

for
• Helping departments on

campus with special events
• Receiving class credit for your
effort

FREQUENT STOPS
AND

BACKING

Y

d
Applications are currently available
in the School Relations office located
on the fifth floor of Sparks Hall.

d

Applications are dus back in School Relations
by
be

Y

d

Aaron Goodman
Aaron Slager
Adam Foresyth
Adam Murphy
Adam Vanhooser
Alex Morris
Andrew Day
Andy Lanpher
Austin Goodwin
Barrett Mattingly
Ben Goodman
Ben Howard
Ben Lemond
Blake Neiten
Bob Hathaway
Bobby Potts
Brad Ehlers
Brad Jett
Brandon Anderson
Brandon Brady
Brandon Elkins
Brandon Newman
Brent Jeffries
Bret Henderson
Brett Reddick
Brett White
Brian Crawford
Brian Robertson
Calvin Morris
Chad English
Chad Lampe

Dave Nonnensell
David Garvin
David Jackson
Derek Just
Derek McCuiston
Derek Rister
Derek Stegemoller
OJ St
Doug
Drew Johnson
Drew Lacey
Eric Haney
Eric King
Eric Phillips
Evan Miller
Evan Roberts
Harrison Blakenship
Hombra Dennis
Houston Ellis
Hunter Brown
Jacob Dowdy
Jared Renner
Jarrod Coulson
Jason Hinson
J
Spal
a_r:~tley n
Jeremy Collins
Jeremy McFadden
Jesse Miller
Joe Ebert
John Jefferson

Lucas Swatzell
Luke Hagan
Marcos Lykes
Marshall Welch
Mason Carter
Matt Bauer
Michael Rhea
Michael Schupp
Mike Brown
Mike Dall
Mike Perkins
Mikel Headford
Mitch Hultum
Mitch Koetter
Nate Robinson
Nathan Bishop
Nathan Smith
Nicholas Ksiezopolski
N~k Garvin
N1ck Wayne
Pat Roche
Patrick Clark
Patrick Harris
Phil Keltner
Phillip Miller
Phillip Sollltto
Reed Clapp
Robert Hanklns
Rocky Williams
Ron Beaton

Jonathan Brown
Jordan Savage
J OSh Bailey
Josh Bauer
Josh Ussery
Joshua Spears
Joshua Thompson
Justin Damrun
Justin Denham

Cody Doores

K;~~:~~:::~:ad
Kent Clouse

Ryan Smithson
Scott Duckworth
Scott Moyes
Sean Clemson
Seth Perry
Seth Warren
Stephen Hunt
Tillen Perry
Tim Stolt
Troy Hollowell

Cody White
Cole Phelps
Cory Moneymaker

Kevin Miller
Kevin Tabor
Kristopher Mauck

Wes Duffy
Yuri Pompeu
Zac Elmore

Leonard Matlock

Zach Wltbart
Zack McCoy

g~=~~~:~~

Chase Browning
Chase Venable
ChiP Walker
Chn·s Asher
Chris Barkett
Chris Chandler
Chris Day
Chris Gibson
Chris Nahllk
Clayton Clark

C~i~~tF~:~e

===s

cb:
Dan Stigall

Daniel Roe
J

~~g

~~~~~~:~
Jon Hedges

~!~e
:,~nk':;
Lee TaylOr

~;;n~:,n

~=r
~~:::
Tyler Swim
~~ ;,P~;

The theme will be "Golf Guys and Tennis Gals, "
please dress appropriately.
The event will be held at the Murray Country Club on
Monday, April 10, 2006 from 8 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
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Committee passes
recommendation
to step up gas tax
Christopher Hodes
Staff Writer
chodes@thenews.org

Funding for Murray State
and other public universities
was not the only sticking point
for state legislators as they
negotiated the state's $18 billion budget behin d closed
doors last week.
Twenty-one House and Senate members worked together
in conference committee to
reach a compromise concerning the state'!i transportation
spending.
Under the agreement, a Llccnt-per-gallon gasoline tax
increase from last year will be
locked in to fund the sale of an
estimated S350 million in bonds
tor road and bridge construction.
The IIOU!;e recommended
the state use $350 million in
bonds to pay for road construction. The Senate's budget plan
used $740 million on trans·
portation spending. Both chambers passed budget bills last
month.
The conference committee
settled on the House's recommendations.
Rep. Melvin Henley anti Sen.
Ken Winters said the anticipated tax increase would not be
locked in under the agreement.
"The Senate wanted to freeze
the 1J gasoline tax charge and
increase the one coming i1r
July." Henley, R-Murray. said.
"The House (was) not willing
to along with that."
Winters, R-Murray, said last
year's I.l-cent·pcr·gallon and
this year's expected 1.2-centper-gallon
increases
are
required under an existing
statute.
The statute bases the state's
fuel tax on the average price of
gasoline.
.
The current state gasoline tax

is 18.5 cents per gallon. The
expected increase will rise the
tax to 19.7 cents per gallon.
"The likelihood of (gas
prices) going down is not very
high right now," Winters said.
Winters said the increases
arc necessary to improve the
roads in the state.
Members of the Gcm•ral
Assembly arc expected to
reconvene on Monday to vote
on a budget, which will be sent
to Gov. Ernie Fletcher for his ·
signature.
Murray State students arc llllt
too excited with the prospect of
higher gas prices.
Andy Crowe. junior from
Hartford, said high gas prices
have kept him from going home
as much as he has in the past.
"It's ridiculous," Crowe said.
"It can't be too· hard to make
vehicles with alternate fuel
sources."
Crowe suggested vehicle
manufacturers look at using
water, ethanol, and solar power
to fuel cars, trucks and SUV.s in
the future.
Leslie Davis, sophomore
from Henderson, agrees with
Crowe.
..We need some alternative
fuel
sources," Davis
said.
"Something like biodieseL"
Davis. who has to travel two
hours to visit her boyfriend in
Finger, Tenn.. said she cannot
afford to visit him as often as
she would like.
"Gas prices hurt," Davis said.
"They are putting a strain on
my relationship with my
boyfriend because it costs so
much to see him."
She does not like the idea of
being charged"att even higher
price when the gas ta.'\ increases in July.
''That's a lot of money," Davis
said. "That's too much money."
The Associated Press con·
tributed to this story.

pholos hy Kl'l.;ey )orws/ /Ill' Ne1' >

St ephen Saia, ~ophomore from St. Jacob, Dl., watches as the price continues to increase at the gas pumps.

raise in gasoline t ax
could go t o fund bonds
that will pay for roa d As gas prices show no sign of decreasing,
may want to cut down on long
constructio n in the state. car trips or unnecessary driving to keep financial burdens low.

The McNair
Scholars Program
WE CAN HELP YOU
GET AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION!

Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/mcnair
For more information, call 809-5042, or visit the McNair office,
located at 400N Applied Sciences Building.

Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education
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Sports Editor: ,Nathan Clinkenbeard

Assistant Sports Editon Tommy Dillard
Phone: 809-4481

President's absence stalls search
Nathan Cli.nkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

lOurtcsy of MSURowing.com

Members of the women's rowing
team carry the boat after a race In
. the John Hunter Regatta Saturday.

With interim University President
Kern Alexander reportedly out of
the country, the search for the new
men's ~asketball coach remains in
limbo.
The search committee will meet
Monday morning after Alexander's
return to campus. Alexander must
approve any committee suggestions.
Former Head Coach Mick Cronin
confirmed other sources' reports
that Alexander was in England this
week.
Cronin said the players are the
ones suffering without a coach.
"My concern's definitely with the
current players." he said. "There is
no one there to watch over them."
Executive Secretary in the Prcsi-

dent's office Jill Hunt-Lovett said knows how to do the right things and
Alexander was on an unpaid leave of someone who is' worthy of the job."
absence until Monday at 8 a.m. when ·
While Ward has not revealed
he will return to campus. No one in names of any candidates or finalists,
the office or on campus would con- several have popped up since
firm Alexander's whereabouts.
Cronin took over at Cincinnati
At 6 p.m. Thursday. a person, who March 24.
did not wish to be identified,
The Commercial Appeal in Memphis, Tenn., reported Tigers Assisanswered the phone at Oakhurst.
"(Alexander being in London) is tant Coach Tony Barbee met with
ludicrous," she said. "I don't know Murray State officials at the Final
where you all got that information. I Four. Florida assistant Anthony
believe he's in Louisville."
Grant. fresh off a national title, also
Athletics Director Allen Ward was reported to have met with offiheads the committee and spent time cials.
in Indianapolis at the Final Four to
Other names being mentioned arc
interview head coach candidates.
Ohio State assistant John Groce,
"I'm looking for the entire pack- Alabama assistant Phillip Pearson,
age." Ward said in a press release. Louisville assistant Kevin Willard
..We need a great basketball mind ·and Miami (Fla.) assistant Billy
who is very good at Xs and Os. We Kennedy.
want a coach that has had success on
Kentucky assistant Reggie Hanson
the recruiting trail, someone who also was said to have interviewed in

Indianapolis, and Head Coach
Tubby Smith said he hoped Hanson
would get a second interview.
Former Athletics Director E.W.
Dennison was responsible for bringing in former coaches Tcvestcr
Anderson and Cronin.
He said as the search keeps dragging on the perceptipn becomes a
problem.
"Regardless of how you do it, you
have to do it quickly," Dennison said.
•If you don't move quickly you send
the wrong message that maybe you
don't care as much about men's basketball."
Ward was unavailable to comment
on Alexander's whereabouts.
Efforts to reach Alexander on his
cell phone and in Louisville were
unsuccessful as of press time.
Visit thenews.orgfor updates on tlte
head coaching search.

Rowing team
claims 2 events
over weekend
Justin Sims
Staff Writer
jsims@thenews.org
The women's rowing team stormed the
John liunte r Regatta in Oak Ridge,
Tenn., Saturday, winning events in the
varsity and novice categories.
Murray State won the varsity-four
races with senior Sarah Bullock at stroke,
senior Rachel Hopper in the three-seat,
sophomore Anna Brown at the two-seat,
junior Tracy Boggard at the bow and
senior Samantha Hobbs at the coxswain.
Head Coach Bill McLean said he was
very satisfied with their ef(ort.
"They were outstanding," McLean
said. "They executed the race plan. We
didn't have to show all our cards in our
heat."
In the preliminarY round, MSU put up
the second-fastest time to qualify it for
the finals, with a time of 8 minutes, 8.9
seconds. Georgia Tech came out of that
round in first, with their time of 8:07.1.
In the final round, however, McLean
said it was clear the Racers would prevail.
"Surprisingly, Georgia Tech wasn't
much of a competition," McLean said.
"Virginia Tech was competitive until
about the 1,000-mcter mark."
Senior Sarah Bullock, a native of Calhoun, echoed the same idea as her coach
on the competition from Georgia Tech.
"I thought the competition would put
up more of a fight than they did," Bullock
said. ''Virginia Tech made a move at the
end, but we held them off."
Murray State ended up a full 7 seconds
ahead of second-place Virginia Tech and
fmished in 7:59.2. Virginia Tech finished
at 8:06.2 to claim second, ~nd Georgia
Tech finished third with a time of 8:09.5.
Rounding out the race was Wake Forest at 8:09.9, Oklahoma City University
at 8:14.14 and Georgia Tech-B at 8:48.5.
The MSU women's novice team also
won its event, and McLean said he was
pleased with its performance too.
The women's novice team-with freshman Elizabeth Van Lengen at stroke,
freshman Andria Kroner in the threeseat, sophomore Christa Bugg in the twoscat. freshman Kelly Anderson at the
bow and freshman Toni Guthrie at the
coxswain--finished with a time of 8:09.2,
almost 30 seconds ahead of second place
Texas.
The men's rowing team also competed,
finishing third in its preliminary round,
which ' didn't qualify the team for the
finals.
Georgia Tech claimed first place in the
men's race.
McLean said the rowing team will see
bigger challe.nges before the season is
over as the Racers will face Atlantic
Coast Conference powerhouses North
Carolina and Duke.
Next, the rowing team will face
Rhodes College Saturday at Kenlake
Resort Park in Aurora.
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Head Coach Connie Keasling talks to doubles partners (from left) Tami McQ.ueen and Adriana Alvarez in Tuesday's mat ch.

Loss to Tennessee-Martin drops Racers to·2nd iii OVC
Tommy DUlard

sets, winning the first 7-5 and dropping the final two, 6-4, 6-2.
In doubles play, the Lask duo,
Anna and Rachael, defeated Domela
After opening Ohio Valley Confer- and Leavy, ~4. Also picking up a vicence play with four straight victo- tory for the Racers were Pruitt and
ries, Tennessee-Martin handed the · freshman Anne Pennington, who
Murray State women's tennis team defeated de Wet and Amber Garza,
its first conference loss of the sea- 8-2.
son.
In the third doubles match, the
The Skyhawks also came into the Martin team of Elizma Schoonees
match with a perfect OVC record and Ernestine Koornof defeated
theirs a 7-0 mark. The Racers fell to freshman Adriana Alvarez and
8-8 overall. and the Skyhawks senior Tami McQueen, 8-l.
improved to 10-2 on the season.
UTM handled the Racers with no
The Racers started out by winning problems in the four, five and six
two of three doubles matches, then matches. Schoones defeated Penlost the four, five and six matches, all nington in two sets, 6-1, 6-1. Alvarez
in two sets. The contest then came fell to Garza by the same score.
down to three hard fought three-set Koomof shut out McQueen, 6-0, 6-0.
Before falling to Tennessee-Marmatches, of which the Racers lost
tin, the Racers took on Morehead
two.
"It was pretty tough for our team, State Saturday, shutting out the
but it's better to lose now than in the Eagles, 7-0. Out of the six singles
OVC's," freshman Anne Pennington matches, the Eagles won none and
said. "Our whole thought process stretched just one to three sets.
was we'U win when it counts. We're
Pennington said the team's good
actually pretty pumped up because start in conference play did not
now we know how to play the play- come as a surprise to her.
''We've worked really hard this
ers."
In the one match, junior Anna whole year," Pennington said. "It
Lask took the first set from Martin's was expected of us because we
Katrina Domela, 6-4, but then fell in wanted it so bad. We weren't really
consecutive sets, 6-J and 6-4, to give surprised because we've worked
Domela the match.
· hard for it."
Junior Rachel Lask defeated Mart- The Racers took on Eastern Illinois
in's Sara Leavy in the two match in Thursday. Results were not available
three sets, 6-2, 6-7, 6-4. Lask at press time.
accounted for the sole victory MurThis weekend, Murray State hosts
ray State was able to earn in singles Samford at 2:30 p.m. today and faces
play.
Jacksonville State at 10 a.m. SaturIn the three match, junior Casady day. Both matches will take place at
Pruitt fell to Jeanne de Wet in three the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

Alvarez hits a serve during her doubles match against the Skyhawks. The two teams were undefeated In conference play.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Murray State Events
Friday: Tennis @ 2:30 p.m.

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

NBA Basketball
Mavericks at Spurs

The Masters
Third Round

MSU Campus
Samford at Murray State

Reagan Field
Eastern Illinois at Murray State

Saturday: NBC @ 1 p.m.

Sunday: CBS @ 1:30 p.m.

Saturday: Tennis @ 9 & 10 a.m.

Saturday: Rowing @ T BA

NHL Hockey
·Blues at Avalanche

The Masters
. Final Round

MSU Campus
Jacksonville State at Murray State

Kentucky Lake
Racer Regatta

Saturday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.
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Baseball back
in full bloom
with changes

April 7, 2006 ·

'Bieds squander lead, fall against I.ndians ·
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

After a weekend of shutouts
against Southeast Missouri State
University, the Thoroughbreds
Talk about great timing. College basketended a 29-inning scorele,ss streak
ball ends the day .baseball officially
Wednesday against Arl<ansas State.
begins.
However. after ending the streak
I know. I know. T he Indians and White
with a five-run outing the, 'Breds'
Sox started the season Sunday, and the
efforts proved to be insufficient.
national title game was Monday, so obviMurray State went into the bottom
ously I'm wrong.
of the ninth with a 5-3 lead, but the
Well. a few years ago, before the
Indians bats were not done for the
morons who run baseball decided to ,night.
screw around with everything they could,
In their last at-bat of the evening.
the season always began in Cincinnati.
the Indians scored three runs to give
where the professional game started.
them a 6-5 advantage over the
However, anyone who saw the Reds'
'Breds.
opening day game may be inclined to
1"he loss gave Murray State its lith
believe professional baseball left a long
straight defeat of the season, break·
time ago.
ing a school record for consecutive
All barbs aside,
losses.
the fact remains
"'We did do some things we hadn't
baseball awoke from
been doing,'' Head Coach Rob
its annual winter
McDonald said. "We got some RBis.
slumber, and the
We got some big hits and bad some
game now hopes to
other good at bats in clutch situa·
recover from the
tions.
period people refer
"It comes down to if we don't wall<
to as the Steroid Era.
any batters in the ninth inning, we
With the new
win the ball game:"
punishments baseThe 'Breds broke their scoreless
ball decided, firststreak when junior outfielder Tyler
time offenders testPittman scored off junior catcher
ing positive for
Jason Payton's triple in the fll'St
Nathan
steroids will face a
inning.
Clinkenbeard
SO·game suspension.
Murray State struck again in the
Sports Editor
Players found using
third inning after Pittman's RBI dousteroids again will
ble scored junior infielder Seth Hud·
receive a 100-game suspension, and if anyson, giving the 'Breds a 2-0 lead.
one is stupid enough to keep on using. a
However, Arkansas State scored
third violation results in a lifetime banishtwo in the fourth to tie the game 2-2.
ment from the game.
The tie continued through the
The updated steroid policy definitely
fifth with each team scoring one run,
bas more bite than last season's, but it still
and it was still3-3 until the top of the
does not seem strict enough. 1 only wish
eighth inning when the 'Breds added
we could somehow bring former tough
two.
guy commissioner Kennesaw Mountain
Payton led ofT the inning and was
Landis back from the dead because the
able to reach first on an error. He
steroid issue would have been resolved 10
advanced to second on junior outyears ago.
fielder Austin Swain's bunt single
I believe a clean game has resurfaced,
and then went on to score when the
and rm going to enjoy this season without
Indians committed a two-base error.
thinking about steroids as much as possiSwain scored the last run of the
ble. I don't care what Barry Bonds does,
inning to increase the 'Breds' lead 5and he will never be a better player than
3.
Babe Ruth.
The game remained 5-3 until the
Ruth's first two teams, the Red Sox and • bottom of the ninth when senior
iYankees, should add another great chappitcher Andrew Bishop. a former
ter to baseball's best war over the last few
Arkansas State player. was brought
years. The Bron:"< Bombers are a lot of
in to close the game after junior
experts' favorites to win the World Series
pitcher Jon Newton left the game.
this year, and with their lineup that's an
leaving one man on base after a
easy selection.
walk.
The one problem for the Yankees is the
Bishop struck out the first batter
majority of their pitching staff qualifies
he faced but went on to load the
for senior citizen discounts at most
bases with only one out. 'The Indians
restaurants. I'm not picking New York to
took advantage of the situation. Two
win the World Series, but it's not because
RBI singles and a sacrifice fly
I dislike them. l just think age will catch
allowed Arkansas State to advance
up with them at some point in the play6-5 over the 'Breds and steal the
offs.
game in the ninth.
The At looks extremely strong this sea"We were feeling good about ourson, and I believe seven teams are capable
selves. and our pitcher was throwing
of reaching the World Series: Chicago,
the ball well," said sophomore pitchNew York, Boston, Toronto, Cleveland.
er Michal Perconte. "It was disapLos Angeles and Oakland.
pointing because we thought we
In the National League. St. Louis looks
fmally had things going our way."
poised for another playoff run and a
Saturday, the 'Breds opened the
potential World Series title. Since I'm not
weekend with a 1-0 loss to the host
seeing the Yankees winning it all, and I
team and a 5-0 loss in the second
like the American League dominance this
season I'm going to go completely opposite.
The Cards are my pick to win it all in
2006, and hopefully Jim Edmonds•. Chris
Carpenter and Jason Isringhausen can
have big years doitig it while on my fantasy baseball team.
As for other contenders in the National
League I always like the Atlanta Braves
and with good reason. They've won every
division title since the beginning of time it
seems, and they just seem to reload every
Nathan CUnkenbeard
year no matter who they lose.
Sports Ed itor
The NL Central remains a strong divinclinkcnbeard@thenews.org
sion as Houston and Chicago both have
the tools for a wild card run. The Cubs
A torrid final round at the Commay fall short since Kerry Wood and
fort Inn Belmont Intercollegiate was
Mark Prior never seem to be healthy. It's
enough to vault the men's golf team
a shame too because they are two of the
into a sixth place finish Tuesday, but
best pitchers to watch work their magic.
the Racers could not rebound from a
Houston still has the pitching to get into
shaky second round.
the playoffs even if Roger Clemens's
Host Belmont University won the
name is not on the roster. The Brewers
tournament, held at the par-71, 6,501·
could also make a surprise run past the
yard Old Natchez Country Club in
Astros and Cubs for second place in the
Franklin, Tenn., at l-over-par. The
division.
Bruins defeated Ohio Valley ConferBaseball needs to rebound with the turence member Eastern Kentucky by
moil it has gone thr ough, fU'St with the
13 strokes.
labor strike and now with steroids. The
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said the
sport can't afford to make any more enecourse conditions were a big factor
mies, and a new season hopefully will
in his team's slow start in the first
bring new passion to the game.
two rounds.
"We just didn't respond well to
Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports' editor at
bad weather,'' Hunt said. "It was
really windy. cold and wet out there,
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
and we never really did get into our
co nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Junior infielder Seth Hudson
throws to first in last week's
game against Evansville.
game of the doubleheader.
The 'Breds' scoreless streak con·
tinue<J Sunday, which allowed the
Redhawks to walk away with a 7·0
w~

.

Despite outhitting SEMO 6-4 and
6-S in Saturday's games, the Redhawks were able to outscore the
'Breds 13-0 in the three-game Ohio
Valley Conference series.
Head Coach Rob McDonald said
pitching and defense were his team's
strengths last weekend, as they have
been all season. However, his team's
hitting continues to struggle:
"On Saturday, both the games
were pretty much determined by
(which team) could get one hit here,
one hit there,'' McDonald s'aid.
"That's who was going to win the
game. We had base runners on, and
we had a lut of opportunities, but we
just couldn't get that hit to drive
somebody home."
With two hits each. senior infielder Chaz Ebert and Payton accounted
for four of the 'Breds' six hits in the
first game of the double-header Sat·
urday.
In the field. Payton also recorded
seven outs us did right fielder Brett
Mullins.
However. pitcher Kalen Gibson
led the team's defense. In a complete
game outing. Gibson gave up only
one unearned run on four hits. He
also notched seven strike-outs for
the day, giving him 33 on the season.
Pitcher Michal Perconte matched
Gibson's efforts, pitching a complete
game and striking out seven in the
second game of the day.
However. the Redhawks were able
to tally the 5-0 win with two
unearned runs. a two-run homerun
by Padilla and an RBI by Riley scoring Gibson.
Although the 'Breds outhit the
Redhawks. McDonald said the hits
did not come at the right time.
"The main thing we've got to do is
hit better, and we've got to hit more
consistently," McDonald said. "To

photos hy jcf1- Slinker/Tht• Nc:v1:S

Pitcher Daniel Calhoun windS up to pitch in a recent game.
With the loss to Arkansas State, MSU has lost its last 11 games.
I

score, you have to bunch your hits
some. and we haven't done that. Our
hits have been scattered and we
haven't had enough hits."
Sunday, the 'Breds' hitting dilem·
ma worsened.
.
The team combined for only four
hits on the day, while the Redhawks
piled up seven runs.
Four pitchers, including starting
pitcher Andrew Bishop (1-3. 0-2
OVC). made appearances in the
'Breds' losing effort.
Derek Herbig' claimed the win fo r
SEMO, advancing the team to 3-3 in
the OVC and keeping Murray State
winless in the conference.

"We're all disappointed with our
record,'' McDonald said. "I feel like
we're better than our record indicates. I feel like every aay that we
come out that today is going to be
the day that we get thing!i rolling in
our direction.
'
"As long as our guys are feeling
that way and continue to give us a
good effort and keep working hard
to do the right things, I'm always
optimistic that things will turn
around and we'll stan having success."
The 'Breds arc scheduled to host
Eastern Illinois University in a tlll'ee
game series Saturday and Sunday.

Stellar final round not .enough for men's golf team
Bad weather, 2nd round
hurt Racers' chances

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget - Custom Installation
$'#'/LPINE.
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~

•

~~-

Sun.et Boulevard Mut~ic
1109 Chestnut St. • Next Door to Wendy's
Hours' Monday · Saturday, 10 s.m.·6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113

game. Also, we didn't have that one
player really step up for us and
shoot a couple really good rounds."
Senior Will Cox led the Racers
and tied for 16th with four other
golfers at 7-over-par. Tennessee
Tech finished third behind · the
Colonels, and Scott Stallings won
medalist honors in a playoff.
Stallings tied with Cleveland
State's Steve Weir at 7-under-par at
the end of the 54 holes then broke
that tic with a birdie on the first
playoff hole. The victory at Belmont
was Stallings' second consecutive
w in.
Cox said the weather was a problem for ev'eryone in the first two
rounds. ~!Specially wind gusts up to
30 mph.
"The wind was a challenge to
everyone,'' he said. "The wetness
was tough as well, but the wind was
a major factor. It's probably the
hardest thing to play in."

Junior Michael Craft tied for 24th
with Tech's Braxton Hunter and
senior teammate Jamie Frazier at 9over-par. Cox, Craft and Frazier all
fmished the invitational with l-overpar 72s in the third round.
Junior Nicolas Griffin tied for 36th
at U-over. and senior Kyle Shirley
was a stroke behind in a tie for 39th.
Griffin started slowly with a first·
round 80, but be improved each
round. He fired the ,Racers' best
individual score with a 2-under-par
69.
Freshman Mitchell Moore com·
peted as an individual and tied for
52nd at 19-over-par.
Cleveland State and Lipscomb finished fourth and fifth, respl!ctively.
Tlll'ee OVC foes placed right behind
the Racers as Morehead State, Ten·
nessec·Martin and Tennessee State
were seventh, eighth and ninth.
respectively.
The Racers have one final match
beginning Monday before the OVC
Championship April 24-25 at the
Country Club of Paducah. The
venue was the site of the 2004 championship. when Jacksonville State
won the team title.
Hunt said Eastern Kentucky's

strong performance this week surprised him. but he thinks the
Colonels, along with four other
teams. will be Murray State's main
competition.
"Those two (EKU and Tech) have
played really well," he said. "They,
along with a couple other teams like
Jacksonville State and Austin Pear
and us. I think, are going to be in the
top five."
The men will be at the Billiken
Invitational in Madison, Ill., Monday
for the fust round and the final
round will take place Tuesday.
"The main thing we need to do is
just get everyone's confidence up
before we go into conference,'' Cox
said. " If we have everyone come
together for three good rounds I
have no doubt that we will win the
OVC Championship."
Cox will get 'I O close out his colle- .
giate career in his hometown.
"Being from Paducah it's great I
get to play my last match at home:· ,
he said. "I'd like to go out on top."
Hunt said his top five is set for the
OVC Championship and he might
use the last match as an opportunity
for his younger players to gain experience for nc.'<t season.

Eyecare Specialties
. 308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewcar
• Most insurunce accepted
• All types of contacts

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST
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Ponds useful
for fishing,
other activities.

Kicker Gary Crass attempts a kick in practice Tuesday. All practices take place on the practice field outside Stewart Stadium.

Building enthusiasm
as practice continues
Tommy D~llard

"We're trying to bring that (competitivcness) out in all of our exercistdillard@thenews.org
es," Griffin said. "Every drill has got
to be competitive, where there's a
New head football coach Matt winner <tnd a loser. Otherwise, we're
Griffin couldn't be more excited. As wasting !ime out here.
"The neat thing about spring is
spring signals the beginning of new
life around Murray, the new season you've got lots of redshirt freshmen
also brings about the operung of a out competing for spots," Griffin
promising time for Murray Stare said. "They didn't get a chance to
play in the fall, and they're coming in
football.
"As a coach, thb is one of the best and being very competitive."
Griffin said the team came into
tm;es of the year, when you get to get
out on the field, get outside;• Griffin practices in good shape from its winsaid. "To be around these young guys ter conditioning program and
and teach them the greatest game prah;ed the Racers for their perfor·
there is, that's what we all enjoy the mance in off season conditioning. He
also added, however, the key will be
most.
"If you come out and see the to maintain that level of conditioning
enthusiasm the coaches put forth, over the summer.
After five practices, he said the
that's going to trickle down to the
team is still far from setting any kind
players."
The Racer football team is in the of depth chart.
"Wc'n' still a ways away from
middle of its spring practice schedule, and Griffin is enjoying the being able to say, 'This guy's a
chance to finally hit the field with his starter,'" Griffin said. "Honestly, that
new charges. At press time, Murray depth chart will change every day.
State had conducted six official prac- Just because this guy is a starter
t ice sessions out of the 15 the NCAA today doesn't mean he will he wm be
allows during the spring practice one tomorrow."
Goals for the remainder of spring
season.
Griffin said the players seem to practice~ include the installation of
have respond~.·d well to the new several more special teams schemes.
Griffin said, including a punt block
coaching staff and system.
"[ think they are pleased," he Said. team. The coaching staff will contin"They're being coached hard. We're ue tn push the team, mentally and
not making some mistakes that we physically.
"We're going to continue to put a
had been making. w~·re cleaning .
things up, which tells you as a coach lot on them mentally and sec how
that things arc being taught and they absorb it and how they react on
learned, and that's defmitely a good the field," Griffin said.
thing."
Practices continue today nnd SatAt practice No. 5, bcld Tuesday, urday. The team will hit the field at 4
the defense concentrated on audibles p.m. today and at 9 a.m. tomorrow.
and play at the line of scrimmage. Practices take place at thl' tield
The offense focused on protecting ~ctwcen Stewart Stadium and tht•
the ball, and offensive linem~n wcllness center. They arc open to
worked on correct positioning while spl'Ctators.
Spring practices continue through
blocking.
Practices have been competitivc so April 20 and culminate in the annufar, an attitude the coaching staff is al Blue-Gold game on Friday, April
21.
intentionally cultivating.
Assistant Sports Editor

photos by J~ff Shnker/The News

A Racer player fields a punt in Tuesday's practice. The team
has completed six of the IS spring practices the NCAA allows.
Practices are also scheduled for today and tomorrow.

Racer players run through a drill at p_ractice Tuesday. Griffin
said spring practices have been very competitive thus far.

Track teams compete at Southeast Missouri State
Men take 9th, women 7th
·a t SEMO's Gatorade Classic
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

The men's and women's track and
field tcatns traveled to Cape
Girardeau, Mo., to compete in
Southeast Missouri State's Gatorade
Classic last weekend.
The men finished ninth at the
two- day event with 34 points, and
the women's team placed seventh
with 46 points.
With injuries plaguing the teams.
Head Coach Derek Chavis said individual performances were the high·
light of the weekend.
"I think individually we had some
good performances," Chavis said.
''As far as putting together a total
team effort, we just don't have the
numbers right now because we've

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
Corner of 15th and Main

lost some people to injury and illness. We really didn't take a full
squad there."
He said the return of several
injured athletes was doubtful for
this season.
,.
On the men's team, Chris Champion finished sixth in the hammer
throw competition with a 46.43meter throw. Champion also tallied
a 14.02-meter throw in the shot put
category for an eighth place fini!;h.
In women's competition, the Racers racked up four individual thirdplace finishes from senior Lauren
Wilson, sophomore D~miniquc
Robinson, freshman Maggie McKay
and freshman Eboni Bridge.
Wilson finisht.•d the 800-meter
dash in 2 minutes, 18 seconds, just
two seconds behind winner Ruth
Mick from Lipscomb University.
~a~.a•u

"I felt really good about the 800," sure we have all the technique down
Wilson said. "I had just ran a 1500 and we're trying to get in our last bit
before that, so 1 think my time was of training in."
pretty good since I had just done an
Injuries have affected the team
event before it. It gives me confi- throughout the indoor and outdoor
dence for the spring; it just lets me seasons, but Chavis and his athletes
know I can do better."
agret.' that healthy runners arc not
Continuing the third place trend, always 'guaranteed.
Bridge recorded her placement in
"There's always going to be
the 100, fin ishing in 13:09.
injuries. especially at the end of the
In field events, McKay notched a spring semester," Lauren Wilson
5-3 jump in high jump, and Robinson suid. "I think it's understandable
had a throw of 13.66 in the shot put that a lot of freshman haw injuries
event.
hecausc this is a totally new experiThis weekend, the Racers trawl cnce for them and they're getting a
to Clarksville, Tenn., to compete in lot more mileage than they did in
the Austin Peay Invitational.
high school."
With the Ohio Valley Conference
However. ~he said her tcammntes
Championships scheduled for May still have time to recover from their
5·6, Chavis said the practice routine . ailments.
would soon change to keep the team • "1 have faith that we will be
healthy for the championships.
healthy for the OVC," Wilson said.
"Right now, we're at a point "As long as people really work on
where t ime is starting to get kind of taking care of themselves, that's the
short for the season," Chavis said. key to running."
"We have a conference meet coming
The teams will be in Clarksville,
up, and at this point we're just fine- Tenn. this weekend for the Austin
tuning. We're just trying to make Peay Invitational.

Messages

AM 1340
Sunday at 9 a.m.

(270) 753-6712

Church Website
............,..,_lutheran.faithweb.com

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
71tc Murray State News. E-mail commentS
to wking@thenews.org.

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 4 207 1

753-8556
TOO 1·800-545-1833 Ext. 283

Across from Sparks Hall

Rev. Dr. Chad Foster

Ponds of all types and sizes have
enriched my life. As a young child, I was
not able to go to Kentucky Lake or Lake
liarkley on a daily basis. but there was a
pond near my house, so I had the opportunity to fish and play there ofh~n.
People who own ponds are lucky
because ponds provide the source of
many activities concentrated into a small
area.
I have been an avid fisherman since I
was very young, and my access to a pond
·
allowed me to hone
my fishing skills - - - - - - - .
without traveling a
great distance. For·
tunately. the pond
near my house was
stocked with bass,
so I was able to try :1
number of lures to
test their effectiveness before I went
to the lake.
Sometimes far m
ponds are overstocked, and the
Warren
fish do not grow
King
very large. Howev·
cr. the pond near Outdoor columnist
my house was not
overpopulated. This
allowed me to occasionally catch Junker
bas~. which weighed in cxce:;s of tive
pounds.
It is hard to judge the productivity of a
pond by just looking at it. My friend told
me of a pond in western Kentucky that
was probably less than 5,000 square feet
in area but produced an abundance of
bass in the five to seven pound range.
Frogs are another animal species prevalent aro'und ponds. These amphibians are
in h igh demand by sportsmen and they
can be easily harvested with usc of a gig.
Frog legs are very tasty, and they arc a
real gourmet item. I once tried frog legs in
a fancy French restaurant, and they tasted
just like the ones I harvested.
In addition to fishi ng and frog gigging,
ponds are useful in a number of other
ways. For example. I had a canoe in my
neighbor's pond. and I enjoyed paddling
around its perimeter looking for good
fishing spots. Furthermore, ponds are
miniature ecosystems that provide a
home for an untold number of plant and
animal species, including fish, turtles. , ,
frogs. snakes, dragonflies. weed~ and lily
pads. just to name a few.
In a way, a pond is like a tiny, self-sustaining universe that operates indepen·
dently of the world around it.
1 am certainly nut the only person to let
ponds fascinate me. Walden Pond, located
in Boston, inspired the great American
writer Henry David Thoreau. Many of
Thoreau's great works were written while
he was living at Walden Pond. Thoreau's
observance of nature around the pond
was a basis for some of his naturalist philosophy.
Ponds are wonderful things. They serve
as much more than a watering hole for
livestock. They can provide hours of
entertainment for fishermen and boaters,
plus they offer the opportunity for one to
study nature.
2006 has been a particularly good year
for crappie fishing thus far. Anglers have
been on the lakes since the middle of January in search of thcc;c tasty fish. I have
had a fair amount of luck myself, but I
haven't fis hed as much as I would have
liked.
Some of my friends have had phenome·
nal success in their quest for crappie.
Fishermen have caught grl!llt quantities of
crappie and the fish arc unusually large
too. In fact, I have seen scores of rwo
pounders and a few which weigh over
three pounds.
The crappie are now in the pre-spawn
pattern where the larger females arc caring ravenously to build their bodies up for
the spawrung phase ahead.
As the warer temperature rises, the
crappie will come to shallower depths to
lay and fertilize their eggs. This process
will start when the water nears 65 degrees
Fahrenheit.
While the crappie arc spnwning, it is
possible to catch large numbers of these
fish while fishing from the bank or a boat
dock.
Crappie fishing in our area has made
Kt•ntucky Lake famous throughout much
of the United States.

-
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Consultants examine Murray State's Title IX compliance
University gil!ing

'strong commitnient'
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nrlinkcnbeard@thenews.org

For the past two weeks, Lamar
Oanicl. Inc., has been a part of Mur·
ray State athletics in a way that
would .send chills down any athletics
director's spine.
In two months, Allen Ward hopes
good news will calm those apprehens ive nerves.
Lamar Daniel, consultants for gende r equity and sports management,
had the dubious honor of sifting
through coaches, athletes and Racer
athletics to figure out how well Murray State complies with Title IX.
Ward worked with the company
throughout his tenure at North Texas
a nd believes they do a ''wonderful
job." His goal is to bring Lamar
Daniel back to Murray State every
two years.
"1 feel like you have to be committed hy doing it right in terms of
female sports," Ward said. "Some
pl'oplc look at it like an obligation,
but I look at it as doing something
t hat's right."
Title IX was introduced to high
school and collegi;Hc athletics in 1972
with a federal statute. Schools across
the nation cannot sexually discrimi·
nate in athletics if they receive federal fundint:.
More than a year into his job at

Murray State, Ward already has taken
steps to ensure the report he receives
will look promising.
Murray State has upgraded facili·
ties for women's sports, an additional
$100,000 has gone to female scholarships and there have been car
allowances given to coaches on worn·
en's teams.
At Roy Stewart Stadium, new office
suites for female teams' coaches were
completed in the winter, and the ath·
letics department purchased a stateof-the-art video editing system for
the women's basketball team.
Ward ls looking into the number of
full-time assistants for the women's
sports. He knows there is a signifi·
cant difference between the men and
women, and he wants to fix this as
soon as possible.
For example, the women's soccer
team has 30 student-athletes, but only
has one full-time head coach, and a
part time assistant.
The money to hire additional
coaches, add scholarships or pur·
chase equipment is often hard to get.
"It's difficult to manage sometimes,
but you have to be committed, and
we are," Ward said. "Most uf our
women sports are not rl'vcnue generating, which means the money has to
come from the University or we have
to raise the money. Sometimes that's
difficult."
Lamar Daniel staffers h<1d their

hand in many different aspects during their two-week stay.
One of the things the ·r epresentatives looked at was the number of
participants in varsity athletics to
determine if the proportion matches
what's represented on campus.
Dollars spent in the various sports
marks another area of concern as the
hope is male and females receive
close to the same amount in funding. ·
Transportation, coaches, facilities,
locker rooms, housing and dining services were all things Lamar Daniel
could look into by interviewing Racer
athletes.
Ward said there have been strides
made toward better facilities, and he
believes Murray State will not need
to do much within that category.
"Our facilities are in pretty good
shape, which is good for us because
that means we don't have to find and
build new facilities," Ward said.
"That's normally a three to five year
process."
Lamar Daniel will produce an
approximately 30-page report on
Murray State's Title IX compliance
with comments and suggestions to
help assist Ward and the athletics
department.
Daniel Wann, sport psychologist at
Murray State, has completed several
studies regarding women and their
participation in athletics. He has seen
Title IX produce results over the
years, but be said the NCAA wants
people to believe something that's
not there.
"Title IX has defmitely helped,"
Wann said. "To say we've caught up
is absolutely silly. Football costs
more money at some schools than all

the female sports combined. If they
got rid of football here, then maybe
they could have a chance at being
equal, but until then they'll never
catch up with male sports."
Wann has done 'research to examine what compels women to compete
in sports. These socialization agents
could be parents, peers, school and
the community.
Prior to Title IX, school had no visible effect on females competing in
sports. With Title IX in place, school
has become the No. 1 socialization
agent for women.
If one thing bothers Wann, It's the
underlying P.roblcm of men coming
into women's athletics and actively
seeking out head coaching positions.
"You raise interest in women's
sports and all of a sudden men want
those jobs," Wann said. "Thl' top two
jobs in women's college basketball
are the ones at Connecticut and Tennessee. A male has one of those two.
I can't recall a woman coaching a
men's basketball team."
For the first timL• as athletics director at Murray State, Allen Wnrd will
have a chance to sec where his program sits in terms of Title IX compliance.
He knows work remains without
the report, but he said the University
and the department will continue to
work toward gender equity in Ra~er
athletics.
"There is definitely a strong commitment from the University to comply with Title lX," Ward said. "We've
taken a lot of steps, hut in no way are
we at our ultimate goal. We're definitely moving in the right direction,
though."

A vcrage Overall Expenses
Men: $6,550,400
Women: $3,440,200
Average Overall Expenses
Football: $4,321.100
Three non-male sports combined
(field hockey, softball, synchronized swimmh\g): $982,900
Average Recruiting Expenses
Men: $199,500
Women: $97,300
Average Number of Participant s
Men: 266
Women:210
Average Number of Scholarships
Men: 91
Womcn:72
Average Amount Spent
on Head Coaches Salaries'
Men's Teams: $660,500
Wo~n·s Teams: $410,200

Average Amount Spent
on Scholarships
. Men: $1,701,500

Women: $1,388,100
305 NCAA'tnsdtotioQJ...fePorted
2002·03 NCAA Gender Equity Report
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Enjoy these specials every day at Mr. Gattis:
2 Large for $18.99
2 Medium for $15.99
1 Large Pizza for $11 .99
Up to 10 toppings on eaeh pizza!
I

Lunch Buffet'
Monday- Friday 11 a.m.- 2p.m.
Saturday and Sunday all day

Dinner Buffet
Monday- Friday 4:30- 9 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday all day
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Enjo) 2 all you can eat
& SpaGatti lunch
bullets, including drinks.
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2 FOR $11.49 I
I
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2 FOR $12.09

l.nJOY 2 all you
cat
& .SpaGaui dinner
or wcekc:nd buffets,
including drinks.
Not good wt any other specials. Offer good through 4120106
pim~

~hene1N!i.org
Pet Sitting· House Sitting

Established 1985

WE WILL TEND
Fidos, Feline:;, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as wdl as any t lt her
furry or non-furry
•critkrs in their own
home environment!

GRATULATIONS RN
NEW GRADS
Start your professional Nursing Career at Saint Thomas Health Services. the area's
largest faith-based healthcare system.At our facilities you'll fmd a customized onentation
and established preceptor program, gtving you guided steps to reach your highest potential.

Shawn MaX\wll 753-6147

Contact our Nurse Recruiter to ask a bo ut:
• NCLEX review course r e imbursem e nt
• Host site for NCLEX e xa m r eview o n May 16-19
• Competitive salarie s for RN N e w Grads
Current opportunities for RN new grads. To learn more visit us at www.sthscareers.com
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Baptist Hospital
~-ofS.W'--s.-

Contact:Vera Payne
Phone: {61 5) 284-4494
vera.payne@baptJsthospital.com

Care & Critical Care
IDIIII::wvnTralnlng Program
June 19}
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• Internal Medicine
• Ortho/Neuro
• Joint Replacement Center
• Renal
• Observation
• Post-op Surgical
• CardiClC
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Middle Tennessee

Ill Medical
Center
A_ll(_,__._
Contact Rajayna Riley

Phone: (615) 396-4293
rajayna.riley@mtmc.org

• Medical
• Surgical
• Emergency
•ICU/CCU
• OrthoiNeuro
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Catc ing some ZZZs

•••

Lack of sleep makes
concentration hard
'

Elizabeth Caweln
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

..

• Exe!dse repl,arly. Try not to exercise before bed as it cm talle'body tempetatute and wake

you up.

• .Avoi4 ~want& DOn't drink beverqes Wjth ¢alfeine, such as soda and coffee. after 4 p.m.
~ lJ allo a sdmulaDt. ~ qufttins Sl1iOidng may help you sleep better.
• ~*t~ •

mach. More tban 30 !Oi.llutes clu1iD8 the day lii&Y b'ep you up at night.

• A"*~ Cutting back on sleep the night befote may mean you perform worse thall
you~· If you'd itudied less bu.t slept more.

This steep deticit impacts everything fioln•your abWtyto pay attention 1n class to your mood.
Reeeatch ~that 20 perc::ent ofstudents fall~ lA class. and experts bave tied lost sleep

to--lriades.

It starts with a yawn.
Next comes the blinking. the stretching and the foot tapping. Then shifting
positions in the chair, squirming and fidgeting. It's a dance most college students
know intimately -the tango with consciousness in the classroom.
Sharon Myatt, senior lecturer in the nursing department, said she sees the signs in
her students daily.
"l see a lack of ability to concentrate on a particular task or a particular subject."
Myatt said. "I see them easily distracted from what they're doing. rve had classes
where I've had students put their head down on the desk or have a ball cap on and just
go to sleep."
Myatt said adults need between seven and eight hours of sleep each night for
their bodies to function properly but estimates many of her students manage closer
to five hours.
"Even nine hours of sleep would be good (for college students) based on their
activity level," Myatt said. "Any adult needs anywhere from seven to eight hours,
but I think it's probably a bit unrealistic for college students."
Jason Hinson, senior from Cumberland City, Tenn., can expect six hours of
sleep on a typical night. The political science major said homework consumes much
of the evening, because extracurricular activities, classes and honors service hours
le-ave him little time to focus on anything else during the day.
"(During the day,) I have very little time to even get something to eat." Hinson
said. "It is from about 9 to midnight that I work on homework each night."
Hinson said though he's never actually dozed off in a college class, he under·
stands the strain.
"I think every college student has a busy day doing things besides school work.
and school work has to be done at some point," Hinson said. "The night time is the
best time for school work because there are very few other alternatives, while
activities, both on and off campus, consume the oormal hours."
He uses weekends as a time to recharge.
"I have to use my weekends wisely," Hinson said. "If I didn't, or if something
prevents me from catching up, the next week just gets worse."
Hinson said students should appreciate the plight of professors, as well, not·
ing that the pendulum may swing both ways.
"I'm sure that (sleep deprivation) is equally affecting the professors as they
work to plan, grade, host lectures, manage a family, etc.," Hinson said. "It's
very interesting to think that professors and students are very similar in their
daily routines, yet sometimes both students and professors forget that we're
all busy, and may not have adequate time to prepare for those 20-page
papers."
Amanda Felber, senior from Brentwood, Tenn., squeezes in about
seven hours of sleep per night, citing many of the same reasons as Hinson
for her late evenings.
"I enjoy staying as involved as possible on campus," Felber said.
"Sometimes there's a 9 o'clock field hockey pyactice or a residential col·
lege activity that keeps me up a little later. Sometimes it's a test to study
for or a paper to write."
Felber said the college lifestyle almost forces students to adopt noc·
turnal tendencies.
"Most students stay busy during the day with classes, work and
extracurricular activities," she said. "So nighttime is the only time for
studying, homework or catching up with friends."
Felber, a double major in psychology and Spanish, said her sleeping
habits have certainly improved since her freshman year - she lived and
she learned.
"My first semester at Murray was rough because I dove into class·
es and extracurricular activities, considering sleep as something that
is just recommended," Felber said. "Sort of like the recommended
speed limit. I didn't sleep very much at all and got sick a lot more
often and fought to stay awake in afternoon classes.•
Felber said now she makes a concerted effort to ensure she gets
enough rest, but still pines for a midday nap every now and then.
"I don't fall asleep in class, but I will tell you one thing - my
favorite word in Spanish Is siesta," she said. "The daily scheduled
nap is a tradition that the United States defmitely needs to adopt I
usually feel tired enough to take a nap at any time during the day."
Felber sees sleep deprivation as a major issue on college campuses.
"The truth is, students stay so busy that sleep is usually at the
bottom of our priority lists when it should be near the top," Felber
said.
Beyond class schedules and outside commitments, recent studies
show that during college years, the body's circadian rhythm, or
internal biological clock. resets.
Unlike children and adults, whose bodies tell them to go to sleep
and wake up earlier, most students' bodies tell them to go to sleep late
at night and sleep late into the morning, according to studenthealthzone.com. This change can be attributed to changes in melatonin, a hormone that r~
latcs sleeping and waking patterns.
Sharon Myatt said naps can help students reenergize, but shouldn't replace a healthy
night's sleep. Other stimulants can also offer a short term wake·up call.
"Studies have shown that caffeine is not as bad for our health as we thought it was at
one time," Myatt said. "That's in moderation. One cup of coffee with caffeine in the mom·
ing is probably good for college students. Now some students will go straight for things
like Mountain Dew. I'm not sure that the other components in something like Mountain
Dew are healthy for you, but caffeine is certainly OK in moderation."
Though typical effects of students' sleep loss are mild, Myatt said long-term sleep
deprivation can contribute to confusion and delusion.
"It's almost like a sense of not being in reality," Myatt said. "Your body is so tired, kind
of delusionaL You lose your sense of reality.... We usually see that more in older people
... most of the time for a student, your mind is stimulated enough."
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This Week
•Friday

Collection of items leads
to opening antique store

Meedng
1 p.m., Tobacco Coalition meeting, public
invited to discut&
forming a coalition to
reduce tobacco use, Pblllip Dishon
hosted by Health Ser- Staff Writer
vices, Curris Center pdishon@thenews.org
Cumberland Room
Some people see collecting as a hobby.
For Nancy Mortensen, collecting became
Tennis
2:30 p.m., men's and a compulsion of hers nearly 10 years ago.
Her collection has grown and develwomen's tennis teams
vs. Samford Universi- oped from purchasing estates and the
ty, Purcell tennis stocks of other antique stores. Her collection's ever-growing size encouraged her
courts
to open Fancy That, a large vintage clothing and antique store.
•
"These opportunities to get this stuff,
Tenn.ls
purchase this stuff or receive this stuff in
9 a.m., men's and bulk has just come across my path,''
women's tennis teams Mortensen said.
vs. Jacksonville · State
Since she opened the store in June 2005,
University, Purcell she has been able to build on her original
tennis courts
inspiration for it.
"My goal and the only real purpose of
Baseball
having all of this is to recycle these things
1 p.m., MSU vs. East- into (other things),'' Mortensen said. "So
ern Illinois, Reagan as the store became more of a reality, I
Field
wanted it to be for artists ·- because I
don't want to be your regular antique
store. I want a store that coincides with
my own personality ... where beauty is
Baseball
1 p.m., MSU vs. East- created."
Coinciding with this artistic vision of
ern Illinois, Reagan
the store, Fancy That also has an art
Field
gallery currently featuring the works of
two area artists.
"It was just a natural thing to put a
Judidal Board
4:30 p.m., parking
ticket appeals, Curris
Center, Tennessee
Room ·

• Saturday

• Sunday

• Monday

gallery in the store," Mortensen said. "I
would lllce the arts to be exposed here.
It's just such an opportunity for the area."
Annmarie Campbell, alumna from
Louisville, started working at Fancy That
as a manager and a residential artist in
January after graduating from Murray
State with an art degree.
"I am under contract as an artist-in-residence for a year and I see this time as a
vast growing period for my art making
and my business skills,'' Campbell said
via e-mail. "I love working at Fancy That
and I constantly feel rich for aU the
potential around me."
She also helped develop and create the
store's art gallery.
"(The artists-in-residency) painted all
the walls white, ripped up the carpet and
covered the floor in black paint and
polyurethane, and set up a show of our
collaborative efforts .H entitled 'Dirty
Man' that focused on the theme of compulsive collecting,'' Campbell said.
She said the art she creates for the
store is contemporary, containing elements of film, video, performance and
sound.
"The response has been encouraging,''
Campbell said. "I have had a very positive
response from many aging traditionalists
who have never seen anything like the art
we make at Fancy That, but who greatly
value it and see its emerging face in Paris

photo courtesy of Fancy That

Customen browse through clothblg aud other items at Fancy That,
located In Paris, Tenn. The store also doubles as an art gallery.
as powerful and interesting."
Aside from entertaining visitors,
Campbell said she hopes Fancy That will
become a center to build the community.
"We are highly motivated to create a
stir in the community of Paris," Campbell
said. "We want Fancy That to offer itself
to many diverse groups ... as well as a
place where all who enter get a close-up
look at contemporary art in the flesh."
The store also will provide programs
for patrons, including poetry readings,
concerts and art shows from local artists.
"We have many diverse plans for the
future, Including a modem ballet, karaoke
night, book binding and paper-making and
a children's art workshop,'' Campbell said.

Shanee Holden, senior from Paris,
Tenn.. opened her art gallery March 3 at
Fancy That. Holden said this art show will
help spread awareness about the importance of art in the community.
"From growing up there l wasn't really
introduced to any (artistic expression)
really," Holden said. "There's not much
non-industrial creation available ... so I
think it's nice to make it accessible ... to be
active and to therefore the community
can be active (through observation)."
Fancy That is located on the comer of
Washington Street and U.S. 641 in the
Paris Court Square. The store and gallery
are open Tuesday through Saturday from
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Fraternity strives to- eliminate hazing, teach boys to be men
Casey Northcutt

Meeting
5 p.m., Residential
College Association,
Curris Center Tennessee Room

• Thesday
M eetiog
4:30 p.m., Campus
Activities
Board,
open to the public.
Curris Center Tennessee Room

• Wednesday
Meeting

5 p.m., Student Government Association,
Curris Center Tennessee Room

• Thursday
Concert
8' p.m.. percussion
ensemble, free admission, Lovett Auditorium

• April J4
Play
7 p.m., "How I
Learned to Drive,"
mature
audiences.
students free, general
admission $8, Actors'
Studio Theatre, third
floor. Wilson Hall

Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org
In 1854, Delta Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity expelled six members
for disagreeing with the organization. These castaways banded
together in 1855 and formed
Sigma Chi based on their principles and beliefs.
"It was over some ideals that
these men didn't believe in,'' said
faculty adviser Rob Binford.
"They fflt like .• ~orne people
were bemg treated unjustly and
so forth, and from that they created their own fraternity, and
their doctrine. Their ritual is
what we still use and read
today."
Later, William Lewis Lockwood joined the six expelled
Delta Kappas and completed the
group of seven founding fathers
of Sigma Chi. According to sigmacbi.org, they based their organization on three basic elements:
friendship, justice and learning.
Binford said the fathers elected Constantine, the man who
spread Christianity through the
Roman Empire, as their patron.

courtesy

Sigma

Sigma Chi and sorority
memben participate in
Derby Days last week.
"The fact that our symbol is a
white cross wasn't by accident,"
Binford said. "There's certainly a
strong religious undertone to
Sigma Chi. and I think what is
unique about Sigma Chi is that it
invariably tries to take hopefully
good men and make them better
men."

During the next 150 years,
Sigma Chi grew to include 217
undergraduate chapters and 145
alumni chapters. The organization has produced famous alumni such as Brad Pitt, John Wayne
and President James Garfield.
Sigma Chi appeared on campus in 1959. It grew out of a Delta
Alpha colony that wanted to
become an official Greek organization and carefully researched
several organizations to determine with whom it wanted to
join. Murray Mayor Tom Rushing belonged to the founding
chapter.
"The white cross explains it
all,'' Rushing said. "It teaches
boys to be men."
Rob Binford said the current

chapter realized fraternities have
strayed from the values upon
which they were established.
"We are one of the very few
who have recognized that and
are trying to go back to the old
days where being Greek was special - it was unique," Binford
said. "We're trying to instill selfrespect and responsibility - leadership ideals that carry on and
transcend through life."
The adviser explained the fraternity has eliminated hazing and
created an alumni advisory
board that works intimately with
the brothers and helps organize
training programs that instill
moral beliefs and leadership as
part of an effort to return to its
original principles.
"We are weeding out the guys
who are only there to drink beer
and party," Binford said. "If that's
the only reason you want to be in
Sigma Chi or a fraternity, then
we don't need you."
The chapter works hard to
benefit the community and
world, especially through their
philanthropies, the Children's
Miracle Network and the Huntsman Cancer Institute.

Sigma Chi President Eric
Geissler, graduate student from
Memphis, Tenn., said for the past
five years, the brothers have
hosted a haunted house to scare
money out of people's pockets.
They also host Derby Days,
allowing so'rorities to compete in
races and games.
Saturday, they will co-sponsor
the first Adventure Race with the
new Adventure Racers Club at
the intramural field. Greek and
non-Greek te~ms can pay $30 to
compete in games comparable to
those seen on MTV's "Road
Rules Challenge.'' The proceeds
will benefit the Children's Miracle Network.
Sigma Chi hllS'J'rbven it.;elfnn
active and ambitious organization. Last year, Murray State
gave the brothers with the Greek
Award of Excellence. The chapter also boasted having the highest GPA among all thco fraternities.
"It's been the greatest experience of my life so far," Geissler
said. "I decided to stay in grad
school just so l could hang
around with my fraternity brothers for another year."

• April IS
Play
7 p.m., "How I
Learned to Drive,"
students free, general
admission $8, Actors'
Studio Theatre. third
floor, Wilson Hall

~

CkiMe~e ae~tAwrAMt

ALLDAY,All-YOU-CAN-EATBU~
SzEcHUAN, HUNAN, & MANiwuN CUISINE • &t- IM OR TAICE-OUT
OUR BANQUET FACILITY HAS THE AMBIENa YOU REQUIRE FOR NfY
SPECIAL PRJVATE RJMCTION!

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!
•APPETIZERS
•GEHERAL Tso's
•SUsHI
•SlEAit
•SouPs
CHICICEN
•CRAB RANGooN
•HON£Y CHICICEM
•Ia CREAM
•CNICICS4 OM. SnCK
•HoT PAM CIICICEN •DEssarBAA
•BBQ RIBs
•CoacrAIL SHIUMP
•MussELs
•SALAD BAA
638 H. 121M Sr.lkrWEEM Gooov'sAMD 0ma DEPoT • 753- 3788

s

pre-order your meal to dine-in or carry out.

.J<H~

MoNDAY - THUitSDAY 10'.30 A.M. - 10'.30 I'..M.
ftuo4y & SAl\JUAY 10'.30 A.M. - 11 1'..M. • SUNDAY I 0'.30 A.M.- 10 I'..M.

l 'S S .\Tl 1{1>:\Y. APRILS.
F< >H Ll\ 1-: .J :\ZZ.

410 MAIN STREET (ON MURRAY'S TOWN SQUAHEl
OPEN 11JESDAY- SATIJRDAY 11 AM - 8 P~l

1608 ~ 121 }1.
In tlte
(!OWtt'11 Square
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'Slither' tributes great flicks
Unleashed") went to extreme
lengths in directing this morbidly
Staff Writer Phil Dishon writes the hilarious fUm, oilic.ing out of this
world special effects with gut-bustmovie reviews.
ing laughs.
For Gunn, nothing is sacred.
"Whatever you do ... don't
Once you think he has gone too far,
scream."
Thus reads the tag line of the someone bursts like a balloon,
recent horror release "SHther." spilling out a river of bright red
Despite gallons of gore and freak- alien worms in classic B-movie
ish creature effects, audiences may style.
Horror fans easily will recognize
find themselves too overcome with
the giggles to succumb to absolute the numerous movies to which
"Slither" pays homage. Hints of
terror.
The town of Wheelsy exempli- "Night of the Creeps" and "Return
fies the stereotypical rural moun- of the Living Dead" permeate the
tain community. That is, until a film as zombies, alien worms and
small asteroid lands deep in the mutants each play a part in the
nearby mountain range. Neighbor- film's plot. mingling in a mishhood pets go missing, cattle get mash of horror perfection.
Despite "Slither's" lack of origimutilated and local tycoon Grant
(Michael Rooker) startS acting and nal ideas, the movie successfully
expounds upon existing horror
looking very strange.
When Grant kidnaps a local methods by taking everything a
woman, police chief Bill Pardy step further. Wbere most horror
(Nathan Fillion) sets out to put a films draw the line. "Slither"
stop to the murderous rampage throws up green acid on it.
On a personal note, anything I
gripping the community. However,
Pardy discovers a swarm of aggres- see on screen rarely disturbs me.
sive, flesh-eating alien invaders "Slither" represents one huge,
bent on complete global domina- stomach-churning exception.
Even as disgusting as the movie
tion.
Pardy and the town's remaining is, Gunn holds it together with
survivors - all two of them - must witty and creative dialogue that
overcome hordes of acid-spitting seems oddly realistic and natural.
zombies to stop the deformed Viewers will find their reactions
Grant from hatching more of his to the movie very similar to what
alien offspring and bringing about the characters also experience.
The cast members know ijley
the end of mankind.
are
in a B-movie, and from their
From the flrst scene, ''Slither"
crawls under your skin and gnaws performances on screen, they
straight through to your funny don't seem to mind. Rooker makes
bone. Screen writer James Gunn the perfect monstrous villain as
("Dawn of the Dead," "Scooby the mutating Grant, evoking every
Doo," "Scooby Doo 2: Monsters emotion from rage to sorrow for

Review

his disfigurement. Despite the
film's fast pace, Rooker really
develops his character into much
more than a monster.
Fillion embraces his role as
police chief Pardy, delivering
every line with an even mix of
realism and sarcasm. Still, the best
performAnce of the film comes
from Gregg Henry, who plays the
foul-mouthed
mayor
Jack
MacReady. His performance alone
sparks many of the laughs of the
film. Each of his numerous one
liners are delivered with impeccable comedic timing.
Realism has no place in this
film, and anyone searching for a.
deep, thoughtful movie should
watch anything else at the cinema.
However, someone looking for a
fun hour and a half should invest
time in "Slither."
"Slither" delivers laughter,
frights and i:error without ever
giving in. Just remember, whatever you do, don't pee yourself from
laughter.

3 out of 4

rum strips

Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip: Catch it on TV if
you're bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the box
office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion
Collection

Cditlin Dunnagdnlcontribulot

Karen Carra, junior from Louisville, gives blood at the Western Kentucky Regional blood drive in the C?urrls Center Wednesday.

- - - - - - This Week in Entertainment-----• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

]. 3121

L TheDa Vinci Code
LlceAge2
mystudenthealtbzone.com
LBadDay
Dan Brown
Not sure if you're getting
Daniel Powter
2. King Kong - Fullscreen
2. Prior Bad Acts
enough vegetables? Worried
2. Inside Man
2. Temperature
Tam! Hoag
your exercise routine might be
Sean Paul
3. Cblcken Little
3. The Sth Horseman
3.ATL
3. So Sick
affecting your study habits?
4. Memoirs of a Geisha
James Patterson and Maxine The Student Health Zone has
Ne-Yo
rastro
4. Fallure to La11Jlch
4. You•re Beautiful
articles that answer frequently
S. Get lUcb or Die Tryin'
4. The Tenth Circle
James Blunt
asked questions about health
Todi Picoult
S. Stay Alive
S. Be Wltbout You
issues, particularly as they
S. The House
, Mary J. BJige
relate to college students. The
Danlelle Steel
-1 , •
answers are specifJ.C.to the col-: ,
~lege demographic; problems
students face and the best posSource: Bcstbuy.com .
Sou.rce: nytimes.com sible solutions.
Source: Billboard.com
Source: Cheri Theatres

•Web site

• DVD
1. King Kong- Widescreen

Prince
2. High School Musical
Soundtrack
Various Artists
3. Back to Bedlam
James Blunt
4. The Greatest Songs of the
Fifties
Bariy Manilow
S. In My Own W~rds ...,
Ne-Yo
Source;

BHiboard.com

..

Take the Lead
The Colleges at MSU will soon have Spring elections for leadership positions. If
you're ready to serve, fmd out about opportunities as

Council President
Vice President
Secretary or Secretary-Treasurer
Historian or Editor
Social Chairs
Floor Representatives
And more!
Ask your College Council or your College Head for details. Elections are only days
away, so don't delay.

Staff positions are also available. Find out a1Jout Athletic Directors and Programming
Assistants.
Does your College have all the First Year Leaders it needs? If you're interested, there
might still be time to interview and be selected. Contact your College Head today.

It's your

Coll~ge;

it's your vote!

ADVERTISEMENT ·
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The Murr(!,y State News presents

..·

You take the photos.
We show you the money.
It's simple. Fill out the application below or go
to www.thenews.org and fill out one. Applications
must be submitted by April 17. Official rules will
be provided \Vhen your application is submitted.
Use your digital camera and shoot your heart out.
The Murray State News (Ill Wilson Hall) will be
open to all photographers for editing. Everyone ·
must edit original photographs in the news room.
Final pictures must be submitted by April21. Winners will be ·published in the May 6 issue of The
Murray State News.

...
..

,..

..'

•'

Awards·are TBA
THE MJrray

*Only digital pictures may be taken, NO film sorry.

The Official
Spring Shoot-Off
Entry Form!
Return to the office
of The Murray State
News at Ill Wilson
Hall by April 17.

NEWs

Entrant name: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ Hometovvn: _ _ _ __
Classification: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Local phone number: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Entrant e-maiJ...-·---- - - - -- - - - - - Camera make: _ _ __ _ _Camera Model: _ _ __
Entrant signature:
Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

.

I
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Crowning moment surprising for Miss Murray State
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

While walking down the runway,
Jamie Jones didn't think she would
make the top five.
But after strutting her stuff. she
defeated 14 other wo111en to be
crowned Miss Murray State University 2006.
''1 was thinking, 'I'm sorry. did I
hear that right?"' Jones. sophomore
from Benton, said. "I had prepared
myself for not being in the top five, so
I was really shocked whenever they
said my name."
Before Master of Ceremonies Marshall Welch, senior from Murray,
named the first runner·up, Jones said
it was surreal to stand with Casie
Janet, junior from Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and hear Janet's name called.
"I was like 'OK, I'll get first runner·
up. What an honor, and that's really
nice,' but then that's not what happened," she said.
Jones said it took a moment to realize her name was called instead.
Marshall Welch and Elizabeth
Cawein, senior from Bartlett, Tenn.,
entertained the audience with comedy bits during the pageant.
"(We) came up with a couple of
time killer bits that weren't anything
spectacular or fantastic, but they get
the job done,'' Welch said.
Welch and Cawein performed a
Melissa and Joan Rivers skit to go
along with the theme, "Red Carpet
Affair." They chose the five best
dressed audience members. The par·ticiparits ranged from a basketball
player clad in a pink button up shirt
and shorts to a young girl decked out
in her Easter dress.
"We just tried to keep it simple but
tie it into the theme (Red Carpet
Affair)," Welch said. "We didn't want
to do anything that took away from
the contestants (because) that's what
it is really about."

courtt-sy of

Martin

The contestants line up across the Lovett Auditorium stage in their formal gowns while competing for the 2006 crown Saturday.
LeeAnna Green, Miss Murray State
2005, said the pageant was a bittersweet experience.
"It was sad to pass the crown on,
but these girls are so great that l was
really just excited to sec who would
get the crown next," said Green,
senior from Mayfield.
While serving as Miss Murray
State, she said it was amazing to rep·
resent the University.
Jamie Jones said the experience
was different than what she expected
and the other contestants made it
even better. Dancing to "Let's go to
the Movies," the contestants anJ
LeeAnna Green welcomed the audi·
encc to the show.
"I'm a terrible dancer, so the open·
ing number had me really stressed
out," Jones said. "But the other girls
did such a great job at helping me out,
and they were all incredibly nice."
She said the friendships she devcl·
oped, not receiving the crown, was
the most important part of the experi·
ence.
"The girls were so sweet." Jones
said. "That was my favorite part of
the pageant. Ail of the girls were so

Miss Murray State
2006 8esalts
MISs M.....,.State

u......._.

Jamie Tones

1st Ran••·ap
Caste Janet

aJ,Id. Jb1Dilel"1p
Chiistin Yates
3n:l Rll1J.JieMJp
Katie French

4daRa•a........,
Jenny Canaday
Most PbotGpale
Brittany Davis

Miss Murray State 2006 Jones stands with the runners-up.
wonderful and ·- any one of those
girls could have won.
"They l'Ould have announced anynne's name and I would have thought,

Since When Does...

'Yes. that makes perfect sense,'
because l can really tell you that there
wasn't a girl in the pageant that I didn't feel was deserving l)fthc title."

Mila CollpiiWitJ
Glimmer Eubanks

NEED A SUMMER JOB
AND LOVE TO TEACH?

3+3=7?
Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3
Program. This unique program provides students with the opportumty
to complete the BS degree and the Doctor of Chiropractic degree in
one year less than the tJSual time. You will study for three years
at Murray State - then be.adnL_ittQd to the Doctor of ChirQPractic
program at Logan College. After a year at Logan. you'll get your
BS Degree from Murray State. So 3+3 really does = 7!

.Come train with us!

~~~~~= ~;~:~ing

=

+-

Pre-registration n.•quircd

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while
preparing you to eam a substantial income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's
work In a private practice setting, providing time for family
and other important quality of life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1·800·533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an Information packet
describing the fastest growing liealth profession in the
world. You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

FOR SALE
lakrtront Log llome, S9<J,900. Nl'W
2000 sq.ft. Jog hC>me on La~e Cumberland. KY. Jame>Jown/ Ru~IJ ~prings
area. 1~ timt! available April22ndlll00·
770-9311, Ext. 56.
Grass Time PartnN'l Regist<wd Angus
Bull & rem.1le sale. April 10, 7pm.
Chenault 0'ntcr, Mt. Stt'Tiing, KY. 71
Bulls, 32 fem.tles. For lnform.uion, call
859--404 ·1406
Panam., City B!'.Kn. SandpipN"· Beacon
Beach Resort. From $49 (1·2p or arrive
Sun/ Mon· Frre night, expires 5/17/06,
restrictions). Pool. rivt•r ride, suitt>S.
800--488·8818. www.s.Jndpiperbe.l·
con.com
Wolff Tanning Beds. Buy direct and
save! Full bc>dy unib from S22 a month!
Free Color Catalog. Call Today!
www.np.et.~t.ln.c~ 1-80()..842·1305
Looking to own Iandi Invest in rural
acreage throughout Anwric.'l: wasta!,
mountain, wafurfront properties. 20 to
200 acrc'5. FRF.E. monthly Special Land
R~:~.land·w~tCd....:c~~w.

Sawmills- S.l.795· lumbcr,\.t.lte-2000 &
lumbcrl it<'-24· Nor.vood Jndustril.>s
aho manuf.1ctures utiltty ATV attach.
menb, log sktdcfr:r~. portable board
edgers and forc~try equipment.
www.norwoodindu~tnes.com
free
Information: 1·600.578·1363 C'Xt.300N

, HELP WANTED
Sell thP Hotte">t Product In ln~urancc His·
tOI)'l $0 Premium Medicare AdvantJge
WIPdrtD lnc.luded. Complrte line of urc.
Health, & Mortgagt• prote<.tion product~.
'Eilm $1.250-$2,000 wcl·kly, 'leads
providro, 'No prospecting or cold otll·
lng, •woo 3.4,5 d.1ys, ·very high dos·
ing, ' Lifetime rl'lll-..Vals. life & Health
license requir\.-d. Call
1·8f>6..22+
8450 ext.l203

--

~--~-

--

Machtnist· Joolmakcr: looking for C)(!»

gow. Conventional & CNC. Put your
Skills to work where vou can m<tke a dif·
fetence and build furniture. Competitive
pay/ benefils (depends on experil.'nc£),
NC Shop. Call Mike 270.678·1080.
C."hl'Ck us out at \"'WW.mathmith.com
)011\: TH( SOUTHWOODS WAY AND
HAVF THE BEST SUMM[R or YOUR

LIFE! Southwoods is a co-ed rcsiclrnti<~l

children's camp 1n the Adirond.t<:k
Mountains of New Yor~. Southwood~ is
Sffking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGI:IIC:,
AND FUN·LOVING individuals to m.tkc
a positive impclct. on c1 child'~ life. PO!ii·
tlons are .wallable in the arc.J~ of: cabin
spedaii!>IS. athletics, out-door adventure,
rrc.ltive and performing art~. water
sports and much more! Benefits oi work·
ing at Southwoods include Salary, Tr.wel, Room, Boarcf, laundry. and mi.K h
more! For more information and to
compiE!tc an <1pplicatioo please cont.JCI
us .." 1·888-449-3357 www.south·

woods.com

Cool Jobs! National Marketin$ group
htring 12·1 5 I110f'lCY driven lnd,viiluals.
MU<;t be able to travel. Two weeks paid
training. Tran~tioo accommodated.
No
experience
necessary.
1-877·531·2155
Direct TV is hiring. Bruistt:r & A'sociatcs
is now looking ior technicians who have
their own van or truck to install satell,tcs
In your area. Elec, satellite, telephone,
cable and alarm experience preierrro
but training is available for the right indi·
vidu<ll. We offer 401k, paid vac.Jtion,
.tnd health/ dentallnsur.mce. We are an
EOE and rertrfied drug free work·pi<X:e.
Background checks requin.od. Please call
888·218·2447 or apply at www.brui~·
ter.com
Wanted: Students to train. COL-A 16
day rnogram. No money down. lodg·
ing. meals- transportation. C & C Truck
School. 1·877·554·3800,

Nero 20 FirsHime Homebuyers. If you

have incC>me; good. ood, or no tradl~
tiona! credit; Get approved for tOO%
financing; Special program. Call Janke

Drivers· Chtx:k out rht• r:hang~ 1 No
expertenc~? Nu problf'm! COL Tralnmg
av.1ilablt•. 100% turtton rdmhut;('ment.
Top Trainee pay! I ·flOO·H I ·~.lO'l
www.Swii'H rur:ktng)ous.c um
Driver.;· Overntte Tr.111<port~IIOl1, A UPS
Comp.ltly'1 nPCtls 'i~' 1n Dri1crsl \Jw,·
p.1y Jl.lCk,lgf:! Clll·A W/h.UmJI
tL'<Illlfl'd. I ow {oSI bc•netits. (..,If Donna
·" 877·7116·(·771
$S$CLA~S r\ l)f{IVEKSS$$ O•rnl''tny &
0WI1<'r Olwralnl), )t fil~t,onvi It'. IN
RPgion~l r .ltbl..'lL· Qu;dit)' par & I lome
time 812·28.l-47tl8, UC•ll·H.!-41!87
Frt:tghl .twail$ ynu.

Company & 010 needed. 100% notourh freight. t lome e.,.ery wed<<•nd. Nv
sltJ> S<?,,ung. ridl'f program, JX'l policy,
sign-on bonus cmd rt~ult,ng lx•nus ior
olll d!fVNS. Call Tod,l)', 5t.lrt tomotrowl
1·800·124·5356 x248, {)()(,.271-01101
M~.-ch,lnic::

Trans1x1rt Sped.1li~t~ nPt-d, ,,
qu.1lificd trailer mcx hJnk. ht ~hilt.
r::ompdilive wages, Ht·n~~ts in< ludc•
medrcal/ dent<1 l, vacation, 401 k. Lwdng·
tvn .1rea c.tii8Sll·26J.JJ 12. Ask tor l),m
Qr Tunv or iax rc~uml:! to
H'i'l·:l<d·
1357 .

www abdrlvc-rs.< om 866-..!70.2665

Driwrs/ ClJL·A Ozark Motor Lines,
Compiln~· DrivE'rs & OwflCf Op<>rators:
Home weekend, great pay & lxm<·fits,
OTR pay incre.l5e, starting at 38cpm'
8()(}26+2033

COL-A TAAk Driving Trclintng! One ~tu·
dent per tedcher. Make $40,000+ 1$1
year possihlel Compnttivdy priced. 1ob
placement. fin.mclng ,,.,.,til.tbl••. tutllon
reimbvr:;cfTI('flt. S02· l20·2090. Rood~
Scholars.

Drivers FcdEx Ground l't.mldnenV Seil·
ronal Teams net'ded .94·$1 10 mile
·Qn,ite Di~ount fuel $1.2 5 Gallon"
CDL-A + 1 yr. TT E-..pcri~e rcqu1rt.-d.
1 · 8 6 6 · 8 3 2 · 6319
TUT llt'f.TOIIP!lfl>fedex.com

$$$ Orwcr~ Wantl'(! SSS Reg1(}1\al &

Over the rodd. <"cllllp.tn)' & Owner
Operator, COL <Jass,A. Flatbed, no i-3fJl
rrc!ght. GoOd pol) & home tlnw.
1·8()(..738·9117

Dnvers- Semi- Ownl-r Operators! F.arn up
toS1.41 per mile. Ff£'l• baseplates. Permits, Quai.Com. No touch f,cightl Drlvcrs. (hcd. us out. 1·800·871)·2480 x21lli

Drivef· r:latlx•d I Inver~ can t•arn
195CHII\I!Ck at PGT liom!' wN'kt:nds,
good r·quiptnt'nt & lwm·tlts C'lass.A
COl n.'<Jllin'Cl. ~llJCI~nts W<•korne. C.1ll
Terry or R.11 hel, 11(,(,..8.lii·J~5'l,

Nl'('(led... Onl" ton trucks to h11>V<' tf.tvel trailers and fifth whc'l'ls. r•• y Is pc·r
mtlc• with iuel surch,trge ,Jnd toii/JJC'nnit
reimbUiwments. Check us out <ll q~1.tll·
tydnveaway.com, 1·8f16·7b4 ·I f,O I

Cl<t\s·A J)nwr5 ll!'t·ch·d lnuiwillt•, 1\y
;1re;1 •1 ocal del,vem·s •V,ml Jockt·y
'Rt•gional ruM 'le;un Runs. hcc·ll•'nt
pay. HIC HIS ln~ur<tnce. (.l yr recent exp

EDUCATIONAL

llome fvl'rydJ)' LOIIISVIII!?, I<Y ,\
Gcorgt:town, KY JrCJ$. Class A & B Dn·
\IC'f<. lrnn'!CIIiiltl' openings. (2 yr rCCc'11t
experience

rt'<Jutr•'<IJ

rcqulrucl).l!hb-270 · 1.6(,,5

W\1\W.abdtiY('fS.,Oill
Drivers Why Wattl Call Today. Start
earning over $50,000, St:trtmg pay 17·
44 (I'M. Cuo~rantrcd Home 1\CCkcnds,
asstgncd trucks, full bcrwllts OJX'rlenct'

\

l.trn Degree online fmrp home. "Mcd·
leal. "Busine~, 'Pataleg.•l. •computers.
Job Placemr•nl clSSi~tann~. Computc1 r
and financial ad ii qu,lliiy. /i6{,..8'i8·
2121.
www.oohnetidl'watcrtec:h.com

HEALTH

t-.'10.

~,nolimi·

lations. lnducks: Doctoo.. Denl.ll, Vislor\
llosp. & more. rvcryonc Accq.llt.dl Call
WCG 800·288-9214 cxt.l.B2
B.i~ir. Mcdi• al ln~urdnn• w/RX card,
Gall Ttxlavl /l()(J.i9·1-4:.!0!l. I or only
$7/day u~ ;my dot1nr, d<:nl,tl, vi~ion,
pn'St nj>liol'l, hie in\ur.lnct• .1nd mure.
1100·71 4 ·42011.
Nc·w l'ower wheckh.tirs, scooters.
Ahsulutelv NO cc~t to YOU! C,1JI Tull
l't~·c 1·116(,.\<lf•··IO·I6

MISC.

Find Affordable ICntal housing on
W\vwKyRents.org! f~ sec~rrhtng. tree
lblin~sl Provid<•d by the Kentucky
Housmg Corpornllt,n. Equal Housing
Oppnrtunity,
FREE Report R<!\l'••ls ... How to fXX kl't
Interest you pc1y B.mh. I r.1sing .md

Credit-Card Comp.•niPs... CC'I bJck tlw
ENTIRF pur< hJse price or Ctrs .md BiH·
Ticket items! DON'T fitl.lncP C.trs,
Home~. College rduc.ttintt IX'forc rt•.ld·
ing!
Limited
lime
Only:
www .n nrloutnxllrnmv ,<",,m I ',t$$Codc:
TC58

1\ttention Homl'llWilC~; Di~play hoi'J'l(".
wanted for vin~J siding. windoW5, rCK:lfs.
Fasy u<-dit U:rms. No p.1yments until
2006. Starting at S99 month. Call
I .8()0...!51·0841

GOlF· Serious Bus. X·I'GA Tnurpl,lyt't's
seek Dc,1lers, Yr round bus. Dealers
1T1<1ke up to S300K yr. [~t. Co. with ~u< •
u!5s ~tories. S39K Invest r1.-q'U. 8()0.805·
458)

SSCASHSS lmm\!di.,tP c.1~ lor struc.
turcd settlemmts, dnnul:lr~. law sun,
mortgage 1101cs & ca~ floW5. JG Went·
wortn 11, 1..000.i"l4·7310

Rt>ld Rt•pres<.'lllativcs: Advanct.>d Field
Services S{.'<'ks Fito!d Repn:'Scnt.ltives In
KentJJcky to complete various residential msurance .mel real ~late property
~UNeys. To apply: www.afswcb.com

'Christ Is All.• If ~'OU h.Jvc Christ, you
h;&vC' <''IIC!)1hing. Without Jcsu~ Chrht,
you have ahsolutr4\ nothing, Read a
hflXhanging book at: www.Ciuist·IS·
AU. us
Ql('t'ry lllossom, Goorgerown, votoo 11
,uhh~_ <~CCC'SS golf cou~e of 2004·200'1
1Y GoiiWt~·k MagJzim•. KPGA ~tlon
Champt<mship host. Mcmlw.rships avail·
1hlc. !iO.!·S70 'J/:149 •lr visit our Wl•h,ite

l

\'vl~w.•·h•'rryhl••~sonlgoli.com

IIUNT J I K, Nc'<l St., g. Wlllldail, Bultalo.
Wild Hoat, Otll' 'l~i!SOII: NtlW 1/31/06.
r.u.H,lllh'L'd lin·n"'• $5.UCl· tmphy in
twl) d,l}'S. Nu-C,Jmc/ N()·JI·l) pnliq•.
llity$
111•11.!11'1 'lilt)();
C'Vt•nings
illol)ltJJ.Of.tO.
t
Otvnrw $1'l5, lncorporattnn .$1 115.
Your altcrno~tive tn expensive legal fees!
l·llOO·:J03·1 I 70
or
ncdprOSCtViOOfildol.com
t\rr.o )'OUI lrens on Dru~? rind out
today! ln·home drug tesltng programs

Gov('t'nntcnt Guarani~ Loans. A new
Home for April! RClinance Lo payoff
thiJSC k'rtovcr Chnstmas bills! Cash out
to Sl'lld th,Jt grad to collegcl 1·80().71 Q..
1695 (lexington!, www.kygovcrnment·
lo.10$.COm EOL.
•
~

-

It's Spring Cle.1ning Timcl lmprovc the
appearance oi vour propenyl Pu»cs·
siunal, Corn menial .md lndustri.1l Pn:-s·
surt1 Clc,mlng ,md l"ainting Servin•.
h1surc-d. S.ttisfactinr, r.u,mtntl•cd. Call
Now! I rec htimatcs! loll tree- f\6().
42'i·74;!7

'

PARTY!!! Tonight t! a1>t. 81 In lhe
Ghetto. BYOB. Call :Z70.227·1707 for
all lht> details. Hotness will be checked
a t the door.

, The Murray
State Ncv~/s

The Murray State News
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Teams compete
in 6th an11ual
competition

Staff Writer
pdi.~hon@then(!Ws.orx

Zombies, witches and soldiers stormed the
stage of Lovett Auditorium in rhythmic unison
Wedncsda}' as Alpha Phi Alpha presented its
sixth annual Alpha Step-off.
Kyrus Harrington II, senior from F.ast St.
Louis, rll., hosted the show and also helped plan
il. The fraternity began planning the event in
the middle of last semester.
He said hLo; motivation for working so hard
on the show stems from his love of stepping.
HStepping to me is all about entertaining,"
Harrington said. "I love to step ... because it
gives me a chance to be someone else. It's like
beil}g an actor being on stage."
Aside from providing entertainment for students, Harrington said the event is also important because the fraternity will donate pro·
ceeds to the March of Dimes and other local
charities. He said additional proceeds from
ticket and T-shirt sales will go toward 'the
ground breaking of a national monument dedicatt'd to Martin Luther King, Jr.. in Washing·
ton.
For Murray State, Harrington said this event
allows his fraternity to meet new people and
share ideas with other groups.
"It's very educational," he said. "(Our organizations) are all working for the same goals ...
we just have different names."
Cicrra Pickens, junior from Versailles,
co;tchcd the sisters of Alpha Kappa Alpha in
preparation for their performance.
"It has been a long process," Pickens said.
"It's time consuming but its worth it in the
end.''
Pickens said she met a lot of interesting pco•
pic through coaching and has shared a lot of
the history of stepping with her pupils. She said
it has been rewarding because she has been

photos by Jeff Slinker/Thc New<

(Above) Stephany Clark, senior from
Louisville, performs with Alpha Gamma
Delta. (Right) Laura Gr aham, junior from
Greenville, steps for Alpha Delta Pl. ADPi
won the penny wars and took home the title of
Overall Philanthropic Champion.

The Sigma Phi Epsilon team won first place honors in the frafemity division.
At~

. Alpha Sigma Alpha sisters perform one of the opening steps of their
routine. The ASA team won first place In the sorority division.
Pbllllp Dishon
able to explore the other side of stepping.
"There's a lot of history behind stepping,"
Pickens said. ''It's something important we
want them to ll'arn about. I don't want tlwm to
forget how important it is.
"Africans arc really rhythm oricntl'd, we usc
rhythm for working and for singing " and you
can (trace) It from Africa to (the days of slavery)."
The competitkm was divided into three different divL<>ions. After more than thr<'t' hours of
heated stepping, a panel of judges dckrmincd
the winners.
Alpha Sigma Alpha won in the sorority divi sion. while Sigma Phi Epsilon claimed victory
in the fraternity division. The Derby City's
Phynest won the independent title.
David Carmichael, sl'nior from Symsonia,
performed a military-inspired set with other
members of Phi Mu Alpha.
"We wrote our show," Carmichael s:1id. "We
decided on the army theme early on _ and that
was the basis for our movements."
Although the competition w:1s intense,
Carmichael said he was happy with his fraternity's performance.
"The crowd stayed with us the whole way,"
he said. "That's what we were going for."
Emily Just, senior from Louisville and member of Alpha Sigma Alpha, said this step show
is one of her favorite events.
"I think it is one of the coolest things tiL1t
Murray State (offers),'' Just said. "If you step,
it's like you're in this little community."
Just said the support every group had made
the show a success.
"It makes you feel like you do have support
_ that they care what you arc doing," she said.
Just said she felt good because she was able
to represent her sorority and help rnisc mnncy
for so many worthy causes.
Said lust: "If it was all this work just to put on
a show it would lose some of its meaning."

Derby City's Phynest took first place in the independent division.
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UNIQUE M EXICAN OOD
D ELI SANDWICHES • CAJUN SPECIALS

SALADS • SouPS • LocAL B~EQUE
A NGUS B URGER AND FRIES

~~~--=~

ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS
AMPS- KEYBOARDS & MORE
mainstreetguitars.com

Tuesday - Friday 10 am. - 5 p.m. • Saturday 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

B EST S ALADS IN T OWN • GREAT DESERTS

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

II a.m. - midni~ht • Opt>n \Jonda~ - Saturda~
Happ~ I lour J p.m. - 6 p.m. dail.'

The area's hest bands live every Th~rsday

Apri120

John Sutton Band
April27

Clarence Dobbins
l ndl'l' 21 \\dronw in dining mom t'\l'l'pl l"htu·,da.\
9 p.m. - midnight

Check us out at
www.murraymenus.com/BigApple.html

( 'ornl'r of I Oth & .\rradia • 759-XX66

Bd1ind Cheri Thratn·'

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:·

ouca
kate spade
·-r It u tliltf

f·_'ttc n

R A L P H

Armani
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Valentino
RALPH LAU REN

11 ( •

fc,.

t/1( • [·;111 in:·

FuntiltJ. ··

